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No leads Man from Down Under
in attack
of SJSU
worker

Dean tries
to reduce
’88’ debt

By Dave I .anson
Daily staff writer
The University Police Department has no leads regarding the man
who robbed, assaulted, and held
hostage a Health Center employee
Friday. The case is still under investigation.
UPD Chief LeW Schatz said investigators are comparing descriptions of the man from the victim,
Shirley Womis, a nurse practitioner,
and another employee who saw the
assailant flee the building.
Woods could not be reached for
comment.

Seeking $1 million
from high-tech industry

"We’re not sure the victim can
give us enough to go on. We are
working on it," Schatz said, adding
that he will know in a day or so if a
composite drawing of the assailant
can be made.
"If we can, we’ll try to develop
(a composite) but it’s just a matter of
getting a complete (facial) description," he said. "We should know
something soon."
The assailant is described as a
6-foot, 150-pound black male about
25 years old. He was dressed in a
blue sweat suit and was last seen
leaving through the rear entrance of
the Health Center.
Schatz said he is confident that
the man is neither a student nor a
university employee.
Woods had left her office for
only a few minutes Friday afternoon,
when she returned to find a man
there stuffing her wallet in the
waistband of his pants.
The assailant then gagged
Woods with a cloth towel and tied
her hands with an electrical cord.
He also tried to grab her necklace and pull rings off her fingers. In
all, Woods was held hostage by the
man for about 15 minutes.
Other Health Center employees
heard noises and screams. but did
not call police because they also
heard laughter and didn’t believe a
crime was being committed.
Schatz said many transients and
other outsiders come on campus during the first days of the semester because they take advantage of the
large crowds to make minor thefts or
vandalize university property.

Ken Johnston Daily staff photographer
Terry Tuck of Telephone Plant Construction Corporation, wearing a "Don’t Panic " button,works underground the university as he installs tie)) telephone lines for S.ISU offices and other racilities.

Work begins on Wahlquist Library

Student backpacks
at risk in bookstore
By Edwin Garcia
Daily staff writer
customers
were
Bookstore
warned last week not to leave backpacks at the entrance cubicles because their property may be gone before thev finish shopping.
"Excuse me. sir. All backpacks
need to go outside to the left --there
is a free txxikcheck where they will
mark and check it for you."
was
sore-throated
That
bookstore employee Enc Mash burn’s message to students entenng
the bookstore last Friday.
When confused -looking students asked Mashburn why they
couldn’t leave their backpacks and
bags in the appropriate boxes, he
told them that three backpacks were
allegedly stolen from the overcrowded store on the first day of
school.
But bookstore manager Ron

Duval said that a missing backpack
isn’t necessarily a stolen one.
"We have to be careful because
quite frequently when a pack is missing, it isn’t that it’s stolen. It’s that
somelmdy picked it up in error."
Duval said.
"For every one that is stolen.
there’s at least five that are people
picking up the wn)ng item."
Because books are valuable
Duval said, a lot of thefts happen in
the beginning of the semester. and
students attempt to resell hot books.
Sigma Chi’s free bmik check
experienced a more than normal
usage last week.
However. part of it was due to
students walking int() the bookstore
and turning around after being recommended to use the secured outside free book check.
Traditionally. the start of the
fall semester has more students using

By Charlotte Banta
Daily staff writer
in an effort to reduce SJSU’s construction debt tor
Project 88. Dean of Engineering Jay Pinson is continuing
to solicit funds from Bay Area industries.
Project 88. which is known as the F:ngineering
’ Building reconstruction, i. SI million short of where he
would like it to be. Pinson said.
"We have the $40 million (needed to construct the
project), we just want to reduce the letter of credit to industries,’ he said.
Construction contracts have been signed anti approved for Project 88. with a forecasted completion
scheduled for fall 1988. Work on the pnnect began in
fall 1986.
The state has funds from revenue bonds and community resources, "but we’ve got to pnivide the remaining little amount." Pinson said.
Community industries are committing funds beyond
what they wanted to. he said.
Project 88 will contribute 177.(XX) additional square
feet to the Engineering Building.
The new facility will include 63 labs. a 200-plus
seat auditorium. four semi -circular lecture moms, approximately 50 faculty offices and the dean’s office
suite. which will include administrative offices.
The classrooms will be large. quality rooms. said
Ken Rossi, Dworsky Associates project architect. The
facilities will cater to computer. electrical, mechanical
and civil engineering students.
A number of highly qualified students
including
some with perfect grade point averages
are presently
being turned away due to a lack of space of engineering
facilities.
With the new facilities, Pinson said his goal is to
double enrollment and he believes he’s getting there.
Currently, the projeces foundation has been completed. and the exterior walls are going UP.
Flarbara Plum. design and construction manager of
Facilites Development and Operations. and staff members have recently selected interior colors and upholstery
for the building.
Interior construction will continue during the winter.
Pinson said his plan to raise the needed funds is to
"keep on doing what we’re doing." This will include resource development of available industries.
Additional facilities, such as the Engineering Building are non -state funded. So money must be obtained by
other means, such as donations.
Major sources of funding thus far. are from Bay
Area high-tech firms. Rockwell International Semiconductor Products, Ford Aerospace and Communications
Corp. and the Keck Foundation have aka, made contribution.

Lew Schatz
. . . lIPMThief
the outdoor hookcheck. said Phil Mc
Avoy. a member of Sigma Chi who
has been "checking" for two and a
half years when it’s his fraternity’s
turn to volunteer.
"New students are less aware
of (Robert’s Bookstore) services, so
they come here during peak hours
because it’s more convenient ,’
McA voy said.
But he didn’t think the stolen
See I’lACKPACK, page 12

Ity Nelson Cardadeiro
Daily staff writer
Remodeling has started on
Wahlquist Library’s maze of hall
ways, in an attempt to make the
building more accessible.
Because the three wings ot
Wahlquist I.ibrary were built at three
different tunes (south 1941. central
1956 and north 1961 ), the floors are
snot the same and the electrical
tems are different, said Barbara
Plum, design construction manager
for Facilities Development and Op
erations.
Also. the buildings have differ
ent entrances that ffirce the student to
enter the Office of Admissions and
Records on Fourth Street. while the
other entrances are located on the
other side of the building. facing the
campus.
’The $1.4 million renovation
will bring most of the executive end
operations into one louniversity
of
cation. Pluta said.
Most of the demolition work on
the walls has been completed and
new walls are now being con -

modernize the electrical sacrii.
"Obviously a builduil.2 built in
(194 I ) just doesn.t have the power to
meet the demands of today’s computers... Pluta said.
The renovation w ill allow all
.1 x flmirs of Wahlqinst Library’s
northern wing to he used as library
space with the Reserve Book Room
located on the first fltx)r.
The second floor of Wahlquist
I.ibrary Central will continue to
house the General Education Advisement Center. Student Outreach
Barbara Pluta, and Equal Opportunities programs.
The third floor of the central
design and construction monoger
ing will be for the campus Busifor Facilities Development and
ness Affairs Office. The Office of
Operations Admissions and Records will relocate to the central wing while the Fit nancial Aid Business Office and
structed. she said.
The work. being done by Cashier’s Office will move to the
Fowler and Butts Construction of first floor of the south wing.
The library w ill also be a temCampbell. is expected to be comporary. home for the Journalism and
pleted sometime in June.
Other work that will be done to Mass Communications Department
the building will be to modify the during the renovation of Dwight
restroonis to accommodate the hand- Bente! Hall.
See if/LOU/ST, page 8
icapped, update lighting systems and

’Obviously a
building built in
(1941) doesn’t have
the power to meet
the demands of
today’s computers.’

Police task force winning battle over local graffiti gang writers
Graffiti in San Jose
drops by 90 percent
By Brenda Tal Lam
Daily staff writer
A committee has covered up
the works of local writers.
A task force to catch graffiti
artists has cut writing on buildings
by approximately 90 percent. said
David McKenzie, a University Police Department officer

A task force comprised of the
UPI), San Jose Police Department,
Santa Clara County Transit Security, Santa Clara County Juvenile
Probation Department, and San
Jose’s Unified School District Police was formed in April to combat
San Jose’s graffiti problen)
Five youths were apprehended
for leaving their marks around
SJSU last semester.
The youths had a writing spree
on Central Classroom ’Building
dtx)rs, telephone booths, Spartan
Daily distribution boxes, Business
Classroom walls and the outside of

Morris Dailey Auditonum.
Since most of the youths lived
downtown, graffiti wits more visible there. McKenzie said.
The youths often used magic
markers and spray paint to deface
walls. These materials were stolen
from downtown stores or from the
Spartan Bookstore. McKenzie said.
It is illegal for minors to possess on aerosol container of paint
larger than six ounces, he said.
Crew 1. ’
(Insane
"I.S.C.
(Devastating Artists),
"D.A.
"T.O.C. (The Out of Town
Crew)," and "A .B.C. (Artist Fie-

yond Control)" are among the 15
known graffiti gangs in San Jose.
Graffiti groups leave their
identification on the walls. McKenzie said these "tag names" were
sprayed during the weekend. after
schtxd and during the evenings.
Some of the youths were sent
to a boys’ ranch in Morgan Hill for
five months or to the county’s Juvenile Hall facility for 16 months.
Youths placed on probation were prohibited from associating
with other graffiti taggers or possessing graffiti materials They had to
meet a 1() p.m. to 6 a.m. curfew.

and some had to perform public
service work such as cleaning up
public fixtures and traffic control
boxes.
Graffiti clean-up is expensive;
three boys caused $7,(XX) in dam
ages, McKenzie said.
SJSU Facilities Development
and Operations custodians spend 16
hours a week cleaning up graffiti,
said Mt) Qayoumi. associate executive vice president for Facilities
Developnient and Operations.
"Graffiti has a negative impact on a campus since the faculty
and the community look at the ap-

pearance
of
the
(school)."
Qayoumi said.
Cleanny the graffiti as !tom as
it appears has minimized graffiti on
campus,"but, I don’t think it can
discourage someone who has an in.
tent of making a mess of the
place,’ he said.
"I think the task force did a
good job in identifying the responsible parties." said UPD Chief Lew
Schatz, "and the juvenile justice
system supplemented that effort by
requiring responsible parties to
clean up and beautify their
messes.
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SJSU fountain shouldn’t stay dry
another hot day. of summer drags by, stuA.dents stare longingly at the dry pit which once
held L.001, splashing water. The question remains: is 11 k1orth S16,000 and possible law suits to
get the lountain running?
There are two 1 inanci al problems which are
; keeping the lountain rom spouting again.
()MOO to replace the founFirst. it v, ill cost
; tain ’s antiquated filter sy stein. These funds simply
:are not in the hudget.
Second. the um\ ersity is trying to ;Rind possi:ble legal compli,...itions Ith.-11 could arise should a
:student or child be injured Mille playing in the
fountain. Since the lountain sits on university propthe burden of liability would belong with the
:en

sch(x)I.
But what about the positive points that re -starting the fountain would present?
Not only is the fountain one of the nicest spots
on campus, the constant flow of water also acts as a
natural air conditioner. Students have always enjoyed sleeping, relaxing or studying while listening
to and feeling the fountain’s splash.
The cost of replacing the filter system and the
problems of liability should not stop the university
from taking every possible step in returning the
fountain to its original state. The fountain’s aesthetic value far outweighes the cost that keeps it
dry.

Editors’ Roundtable

Town shows ignorance, intolerance in Ray case
\X 11,1, a,hitd. one
( iod most unique and beano
ful creatui es. is
icted with a deadly disease, adult so
ciety usually
together in sympathy to help the best
they can.
But children v. ith Acquired Immune 1)eficieric,
Symdronie :11e ,Idifferent story.
;
Instead 01 show mg caring and compassion, the
adult V,,,T Id has 11411 only turned its head hut has iidiculed
;these kids in Lien Lour of need
The Illt,1 le, -C111 and perhaps tragic example con
cerns the Ray t liken from Arcadia, Florida.
.
Three brotheis
Richard. 10. Robert 9, and
:Randy 8
are all hemophiliats la hereditary condition
rwhere normal blood dotting does not occur. and can
I:ause long-term bleeding. ey en during minor cuts or
61111,C,1 Val
a
ago took blix)d-hased medication
that V.,1,,1111:1111111.11ed V1/41111 the AIDS sirus.
y en though none ot the boy s has shown any symptoms ot the disedse. taused hy hay mg the AIDS virus,
y
ing the AIDS V1111S.
they- were el assi.t lei.I
’
hearing (lie news about the Ray- boys. DeSoto
t.’ounty sellout ottitals immediately barred then) from
tvlemonal 1.1ememai y School tor the fall semester.
A year latet the eourts ruled that the boys were not a
liealth risk to other children and could return to school,
spec0 mg that the cover any. open wounds and not play
Ony contact sports
i
Yet this did not prevent Ow adults of Arcadia 1mm
$howing their ignorant and
side A side that
would make Adolf Hitler smile

Richard
Motroni

First they created Citizens Against AIDS in School
(CAAS). They held pep rallies and called on parents to
not send their kids to school.
Then the Rays began to receive death -threat phone
calls which scared them so much that the day before
sch(x)I started they went into police seclusion.
On the first day of sch(x)I, while the Ray boys
showed up for school (escorted by plainclothes policemen. of course) half the children didn’t. because
their ignorant parents refused to let them go.
Things seemed to finally calm down when CAAS
disbanded. stating that they believe the Ray boys no
longer were a health risk. Flut the next day an arsonist
burned the Rays house to the ground.
At this time. the Rays are considering leaving town
for good.
What is angering about this tragedy is that neither
the members of CAAS, parents. or even the arsonist(s)

Send traffic offenders to Moscow
It is becoming increasingly difficult tp drive from
’point A to point If
ithout sharing the freeway with
someone who does something in-itating. There is a little
system I use when a tiro el tuts me ott or times 55 miles
per hour in the List lane Although iLs not as drastic’ as
the current freev..1% t ’refight in "Fl 1 .1%." it is perfectly
legal. and mentally ;Lai f y111.12
I simply pretend I ha% e Ole I,I1NCI 111 /ap the offending dmei and hi, al to di,A.111tM11 Nilst.t,V. There they
s1.11111!, Sall Jllse MIL. Minute. and
are. blisstull (111\
presto. because they followed me too closet or left their
brights on. I imagine them suddenly within the unfriendly clutches of an unsympathetic country with no papers to show.
The thought of these ottensiye timers instantly ap;tiff pound lady traffic
pearing in Red Square facing
cop screaming "nye" at tlitm usually brightens my
day.
It’s a routine with my family
/at) someone who
annoy s us Fven my young stepson will murmor "Moscow’. V, hell st1111COne oversteps the boundaries of my patience.
The scores ot recent freeway shootings in Southeni
California prose that people need some outlet to vent
their 1111qt:111011s hile tiro mg. Nearly everyone takes
offense at the antics of motorist who happen to be in a
hurry t .sually anyone dri lig faster than you is labeled
a "man lac. while anyone driving slower is an "idiot."
Sonie take the step a little further. however, than an
imaginary trip to Russia. Something is not nght with a
Society that breeds menihers so spring -loaded to react.
that even a Sunila drive beconies a vengeance against
innocent strangers
Swearing or using obsene hand gestures was as far
as an irrate commuter would go lust a couple years ago.
To some. that’s lust not effectie enough. Now, people
shoot each other tor not driving the way one sees fit.
Is this society working and striving so hard in the
name of progress that human needs are being overlooked? Or are v,e simply becoming more selfish and sedentary in our habits that we can no longer work to-

Editor:
In your August 27 tissue there was a nicely ironic
relationship between Om -ad’s cartoon and your columnist’s "Sacramento edut ation rally inspires critical thinking." The cartoon rele ,ated awareness of public affairs
to an obscure corner ot he cerebellum. while the column
illustrated the problem
Your columnist rightly deplores substituting mere
slogans for critical thought and action. but his article also
Seems to make the following argument "Because the
military budget is ’federal’ it has nothing to do with our
States budget problems or funding for education. "
.
On the contrary . there are definite relationships beand the economic and
tween the U.S. military budget
and California’s social
political interests behind it
priorities and available funds. For example. federal education cutbacks and the end of revenue-shanng are in
Part caused by increases in military %pending and are
partly responsible for California’s budget problems.
Even military spending within the state may adversely
affect other sectors of our et onorny and society Ideolog-

Letter to the Editor
Don’t be cruel to Elvis

Charlotte
Banta

gether?
As mx:iety progresses. emotions are stressed. so it
seems. And everyone doesn’t share the same set of ethics
in the expresson of themselves.
The freeway shootings are making their way closer
to home. Since June. there have been five motorists
killed and 20 injured in the Bay Area. There doesn’t
seem to he any immediate resolution. and no formal program or legislation has been implemented. Experience
shows that it comes easier for fellow drivers to speed up,
rather than respond to a turn signal and allow room in
their lane.
What would happen if even a small percentage of
San Jose commuters used some basic manners. even at
the risk of being five minutes late to their destination, because of letting so many people in ahead of them.
Believe me. I realize I’m not one to talk. I aim for
green lights with fervor and do my share of weaving.
Sometimes I’ll he driving fast only out of habit. and
think to myself. "why am I in such a rush? I have plenty
of time to get there." I too am annoyed with Utah -plated
cars having a hard time deciding where they’re going.
The effort to get along must be made. We are responsible for each other: we have no choice. My favorite
saying comes from Le() Fluscaglia’s "Living, !Awing
and Learning." It reads: "We all live very closely together. so our main purpose in life should be to help others. And if you can’t help them. at least don’t hurt
them...

Letter to the Editor
Critical thinking column ’shallow’

ever once seriously thought about the facts concerning
AIDS.
AIDS can only be transmitted by sexual or saliva
contact, blood transfusion, contaiminated needles or
medication. There has not been one single case of any
person getting the disease through casual contact.
This is important. because neither parent of the Ray
boys have tested positive for AIDS despite the fact they
hug, touch and kiss (far beyond casual contact) their
boys like any nornial loving parent.
But what is most tragic of all is that no one. except
their parents, has seriously thought of the pain these tx)ys
must go through.
Not just the physical pain. but the emotional trauma
they will face in any schmil they’ll go to will be immense. Children. while being some of the more gentle
creatures, can also be the cruelest. It may be inevitable
that not only will other kids stay away from the Ray
tx)ys, they will call them names and say cruel things to
them.
Perhaps the ingorance and stupidity of the paroniod
parents was best summed up by one mother who said on
TV, "We don’t have. enough facts!" The truth of the
matter is that the facts have been known for over five
years; most don’t want to know the facts. They remain
ingorant because of their fear of AIDS.
As for me. my prayers and best wishes go to the
Ray family for showing courage.
As for the parents of Arcadia, the CAAS and the arsonist. they can all go to hell.

ical factors (pro-military. anti -welfare) figured in the
elections of Reagan and Deukmejian, whose policies
have hurt education.
The SJSU library contains txxiks about these
relationships. and a few courses here even touch on
them. Your columnist might have engaged in furthcr
"careful and thoughtful consideration" (including
study, investigation, rational analysis) before attending
the rally and trying to grasp the speaker’s points.
Critical thinking is not manifested in the "preciseness" of an argument that because state and federal budgets and responsibilities are different, they an- therefore
essentially irrelevant to each other. We belong to a
scoiety and polity larger than the State of California.
Only the shallowest form of "critical thinking" can lead
to the conclusion that the various components or levels
of our system of political economy and social ideology
are actually unrealted.

David McNeil
Professor. Ifistory

Editor.
I am writing in response to the article "Elvis the
Pelvis not deserving of cult hero adulation."
As a second generation Elvis admirer, I felt compelled to defend Elvis and his contributions to music.
As Dave Lanson stated in his article. it is true that
Elvis could not read music and did not write many of his
songs, but that is not what made him the "King of mck
’n’ roll."
In an article in the San Jose Mercury News. Harry
Sumrall wrote. "the point is that Elvis Presley defined
rock and roll, what it is and could be. More than anything else, he blended an image with a musical style in
such a seamless manner that both came to he known as
rock ’n’ roll."
Elvis became the "King" because of his style and
the fact that he broke open a whole new musical field for
many others to follow.
Lanson also stated that Elvis was a "pathetic, selfdestructive drug addict with an overblown ego." Lamm
obviously failed to see who Elvis really was . . . a kind
generous man who gave of himself to his fans. He was
never too busy for them. Elvis was known for his politeness and his gentleman -like manner.
In 1977, F.W. Woolsey wrote about Elvis: "It is
hard to think of another entertainer in our time to whom
audiences felt so close in a truly physical way. Presley
and his audiences communicated a very personal understanding. "
Maybe that understanding Wixilsey wrote about
can’t be felt by everyone. but it can be felt by those who
still admire, respect and love Elvis today.
Karyn Shiver
Freshman
Undeclared

Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily encourages readers to
write letters to the editor. however, personal attacks and letters in poor taste will not be published. All letters may he edited for length or
libel.
Letters must bear the writer’s name, major,
phone number and class level. Phone numbers
and anonymous letters will not he printed.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on the second floor of Dwight Bentel Flail, or to the Student Union information desk.
Unsigned editorials, appearing in the upperleft corner, are the opinions of the Spartan Daily
editorial board.
Weekly columns and columns appearing on
a rotating basis are written by Daily editors and
reflect their individual opinions.
The forum page also periodically features
opinions written by active members of the university community, and appear under the heading Community Perspective.

Aktik

Jeff
Goularte

Persian Gulf power-play
the situation in the Persian Gulf becomWith
ing more volatile by the hour, one critical
question must be asked of this nation: does
America in the ’80s have the resolve to remain convicted to political endeavors we undertake?
Specifically. do we have the fortitude to stay
in the gulf for as long as it takes. and at whatever
price, to ensure freedom of the shipping lanes?
Militarily. the answer must be yes. Despite
some early logistical problems such as the embarrassing failure to send mine -sweeping equipment to the gulf - - the military presence is increasing, and the naval forces are not just ours.
Even after initial public statements that our
F.uropean allies wouldn’t participate in the convoy
operation. France and Great Britian are quietly contributing men and material to the effort. Even
Japan. which imports about 60 percent of its oil
from this region. has begun to c(x)perate. Our allies
know the serious stakes of this tense poker game.
Before the operation to reflagg the Kuwaiti
tankers began, U.S. diplomatic resolve was anything but committed to maintaining the free flow of
oil through the world’s most critical waterway.
Congress, still basking in the blinding lights of
the Iran -Contra hearings. balked at the Reagan administration’s rellagging operation
from the beginning. The basic argument against the
plan was that they had not been properly consulted
as to what U.S. policy goals were. Shortly after
they were consulted (and their enortnous egos
soothed). the plan was implemented.
At the same time Reagan was appeassing Congress. surprise, surprise. the American public was
quick to back the U.S. plan.
In its Aug. 31 issue. Time niagatine indicates
that the public approves of the escort operation by
almost two-to-one (58 percent to 78 percent).
The pacifists who remain aganst the Persian
Gulf policy rely on basic arguments that have
stayed the sanie since the peace movements gained
political clout during the protesting of the Vietnam
conflict. Whether referring to Nicaragua or the
gulf. these grass -roots organizations condemn the
use of military forces as immoral and imperialistic
in nature, or that the LI .S should not interfere in the
affairs of sovereign nations.
This isolationist mentality is ingrained in our
national psyche. Twice dunng this century, the
siren -song of the isolationist has kept America out
of world wars until it was obvious that we had no
choice but to fight. One would think a valuable historical lesson had been leamed. Unfortunately. history is t(x) troublesome for many Americans to
leant. appreciate and apply its lessons to motlern
situations.
Today’s world is infinitely more complex than
it was before World War II. Sometimes it’s essenlike
it now is in the Persian Gulf. to resort to a
tial.
show of force to bring home one’s point.
But a nation chareterized as isolationist is simply asking for trouble. especially a**superpower."
And while it may be difficult for anyone who
has never been outside the continental United States
to understand. we are the preeminent nation in the
world and the leading hope for the survival of
Western Ovilization. This standing in the world
entails many responsibilites. including the use of
force (if necessary) to combat tyranny and oppression.
Over the weekend, Iraq broke a six -week lull
in the war by launching air strikes against Iranian
oil fields. oil terminals and tankers. Iran has vowed
to retaliate against ships helping Iraq "no matter
which flag they are flying." Is Iran only spewing
forth its usual propaganda or do they mean business
this time? Only time will tell.
The upcoming days in the hot Persian Gulf
will be a test of our nation’s will. especially if one
of our warships is attacked. Regardless of what
happens. the U.S. should remain firm in its conviction to stay in the gulf.
If one of nearly 40 U.S. warships are attacked
and any of the almost I0,0(X) U.S. military personnel are killed. retaliation against the perpetrator is
almost guaranteed.
Even if more names arc added to the list of 37
casualties. America had better remain convicted to
pmtecting what needs to he protected the most:
freedom.
Jeff Goularte is the Forum page editor.
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Study indicates new-business
owners maintain second job

Daily Delivery

New AIDS cases recognized
ATLANTA (AP)
The nation’s AIDS count.
now at more than 40.000, v. i II start a noticeable jump
Tuesday as federal health officials begin counting
thousands of cases they have never before recognized.
The increase comes from a change in the official
Centers for Disease Control definition of what AIDS
is, in medical terms.
There will be no dramatic announcement that
thousands of Americans believed to have suffered
from other diseases actually had AIDS. And the disease will not suddenly be found to be attacking groups
not previously considered at risk.
Rather. the (IX’ will begin listing in its AIDS
statistics patients whose physicians may have presumed they had the deadly disease, but whose cases
did not meet the agency’s definition.
As those cases are added into the total. more
Americans than ever before will be deemed AIDS patients - and AIDS fatalities. which now number
more than 23.0(X).
Federal health officials estimate that the case
count could jump by 10 percent to 15 percent.
"I expect there will be a jump over the course of
a month or two." said Dr. Tim Minden). chief of the
surveillance and evaluation branch for the CDC%
AIDS program.
"We now hat a number of states have a backlog
of cases initially picked up zind labeled ’suspect’
eases, or ’AIDS -like disease.’ that w ill now qualify as
AIDS under the new definition. How long it takes to
report them. we don’t know
The goal is to give state and federal health officials a more accurate picture of how videspread
AIDS is. Minder() said researchers have. SITILV the
disease was first reported in 1981, been careful not to
be t(x) quick to pronounce a case AIDS.

Bottles and cans worth penny
SACRAMENTO (AP) - Penny-wise consumers may wish to bank their enipty beer and carbonated
soft drink cans and bottles. They’re worth money.
Consumers can’t cash in the beverage containers

for another month, but on Tuesday beer and soft drink
cans and bottles sold in California became worth a
penny. under the state’s new bottle bill law.
"What were saying is that every labeled container has a redemption value as of today. Kate McGuire of the state’s new Division of Recyling told a
reporter Tuesday.
"We consumers can’t collect yet, but they (containers) are valuable - one cent more valuable than
they were yesterday." McGuire said.
A bottle bill passed by the state l.egislature last
year, eliding a 20-year feud between environmentalists and the beverage industry, is being phased int()
law this fall.

Warning to contact lens users
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
The American Academy of Ophthalmology on Tuesday’ warned an estimated 1 million people who use salt tablets in homemade saline solutions for their contact lenses that
improper use can lead to a corneal infection that may
result in blindness.
"This infection is so severe that we feel that the
use of homemade saline is no longer justified," said
Dr. Scott M. MacRae, an academy member and assistant professor of ophthalmology at Oregon Health
Sciences University in Portland, Ore.
The academy, the world’s largest organiration of
eye physicians and surgeons. also recomniended to
the U.S. Food and Drug Administration that salt tablets used to disinfect contact lenses be removed from
the eye care sections of pharmacies and packaged
with a warning label.
The academy cited recent studies that linked improper use of homeniade saline solutions by soft contact lens wearers to Acanthamoeba keratitis. a rare infection that often leaves patients with months of
disabling pain. reduced vision and even partial or
total blindness.
"Acanthainoeba infections of the cornea are
rare," said MacRae. "But any contact lens wearer
who does not follow a careful cleaning and disinfecting regimen is at risk of getting this or other types of
serious corneal infection."

Spartaguide

NEW YORK (AP)
Nearly
20 percent a new -business owners
maintain full or part-time jobs outside their firms during the first two
years, and 35 percent of them have
working spouses.
This nugget of information is
likely to be offered as evidence that
people who make the big niove into
business ownership are prudent
rather than reckless. and realists
rather than dreamers.
Then comes an odd bit of data
from the same study: Most new business owners choose retailing. which
has one of the highest failure ratios
of all new -business categories.
Why do entrepreneurs choose
retailing’? Because. suggest the authors of the study, retailing appears
easier to enter than many other industries. Because so many try, competition may be keener and survival,
therefore, more difficult.
William Dunkelberg. new dean
of Temple University’s Business
Schtiol, Arnold Cooper of Purdue
University and William Dennis Jr. of
the Institute for F.nterprise Development are authors of the groundbreaking study.
What makes their research
unique is that they gathered their
data from contemporary rather than
historical sources. That is, they
caught the new owners in the midst
of the struggle rather than after the
fact.
Among findings from 4,814
brand new companies - all in business less than two years and 2,994 of
them less than 18 months - that responded to questionnaires mailed to
National Federation of Independent
Business members:
-Thirty-one percent went into
business with the assistance of active

partners who could contribute time.
complementary expertise and financial help. It seemed to help: those
with active partners had lower mortality rates.
-Forty-three percent reported
first-year sales under $1(K),(100, and
70 percent were under $300,000.
- -Sixty-five percent of the
new -business Merl and women were
under 40 years of age. and 26 percent were under 30 )ears Mien itie
became owners. Twenty -two percent
Were women.
The researchers decided on the
project after observing a mass ot
commentary about entrepreneurs
based on historic rather than current
information. the result of a lag between a business birth and its entry
into popular data bases.
Abetting their interest was the
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,ix arlability ol the federation’s files,
made up ot more than 500,000
mostly small businesses. The researchers obtained their data from
13.000 questionnaires mailed to new
companies in the tiles
Asked about goals and motivations. onb, 18 percent said they
then itsixe in order to make
mole mune!,
mg that category for
ace with the desire to "avoid
NAoik me tor others. The greatest number. 29 percent. said they sought to build a successful orgaiii/anon. while 26 percent said they nude the move to do
the kind 1,f %%ink
einoyed.
As especied. most ot the entrepreneurs e stir essed a great deal of
what the authors all "personal posim ism

Do you want to score
within the top
20% on the

LSAT or GMAT?

babn

PROFESSIONAL TESTING CENTERS
ia subsdltaty of Ilatcourl Brace J
.

Presents

Free LSAT Seminar
September 3
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Free GMAT Seminar
The Re -Entry Advisory Program will hold a brown bag lunch
today from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m. in the
Student Union Pacheco Room. Call
Virginia O’Reilley at 277-2005 for
information.
Associated Students 1.eisure
Services is accepting registration for
fimess classes through Sept. 14 at
the A.S. Business Office. The
classes offered include dance aerobics, water fitness, 30-minute workout, low -impact aerobics, beginning
exercise, strengthening and stretching. and weight training. Call Donna
Kaylor at 277-2858 for information.
College Republicans will hold
its first meeting of the semester
today at 12:30 p.m. in the Student
Union Guadalupe Room. Call Jill
Cisowski at 358-1061 for information.
Alcoholics Anonymous will
hold its weekly open discussion
meeting today at 11:30 :cm in

For the Record
The Spartan Daily reported
incorrectly last week that programs within SJSU’s School of
Law would soon he undergoing
changes. The article should of referred to the School of Business
because SJSU doesn’t have a
School of L.aw.
lf you notice something
which you know is incorrect,
please write to the Spartan
Daily, San Jose Stare University, One Washington Square.
San Jose, CA 95192 .

Spartan Daily
Serving the San Jose State
University Community
Since 1934
(MPS 509-480)
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Room 222A of the Administration
Building. Call Larry Bouchard at
277-2743 or 277-2744 for information.

DID YOU KNOW?

The SJSU GlanCert Choir is
holding auditions through Sept. 13.
Appointments may he made at Room
262 of the Music Building. Call Ted
von Pohle at 277-2923 for information.
The Ski Club will hold its first
meeting tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. in
Room 142 of the Science Building.
Call Chuck Dale at 268-5633 for information.
The Chicano Alliance will hold
its first meeting tomorrow at 1:45
p.m. in Walquist Library Central.
Room 233. Call Patricia Loredo at
277-3 106 for information.
Applications are being accepted
for Associated Students Director of
Business Affairs and 1)irector of Student Rights and Responsibilities.
Call Michele Bertolone at 277-3201.
for information.
The India Student Association
will hold its back -to-school meeting
tomorrow. trom 11:30 a.m. to 1:30
p.m. in the Student Union Montalvo
Room. Call Prakash Patel at 426(1420 Ix information.
The Christian Science Organi/ation will hold its weekly testimony
meeting tomorrow at 3:30 p.m. in
the Student Union Montalvo Room.
Call Tiffany’ Cooper at 245-2389 fin
information.
Hillel will hold a welcome bar
becue tomorrow from 5 p.m. to o
p.m. at the campus barbecue pits.
Call Rabbi Dan Dorfman at 2948311 for inforniation.
The Gay and Lesbian Alliance
will meet to discuss "coming-out
stones" tomorrow from 4:30 to 6
p.ni. in the Guadalupe Room of the
Student Union. Call Mike Aldana at
263-2312 for information.
Army ROTC will hold its annual "ROTC Day" tomorrow from
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. at MacQuarrie Hall
Call Capt. George Jicha at 277-2985
6 yr information

Money could soon
look different
If the
LOS ANGELES (AP)
federal Commission of Fine Arts has
its way, there will be a change in our
change.
The commission is spearheading an effort to change the design). of
pennies. nickels. dimes. quarters
, and half-dollars, claiming they are
I out of date.

6 p.m.

San Jose State University

That The

C’hristian
Maranatha
The
Fellowship will hold a free ice cream
study break at 8 p.m. tonight in the
Student Union Guadalupe Room.
Call Kevin at 998-1395 for information.
The Asian American Christian
Association will hold its weekly
meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in the Student Union Costanoan Room. Call
Don Chin at 997-78(18 for information.

September 3

All Seminars Cover:
When and where to apply How to make your letters of recommendation count What type of academic criteria is required by top
schools* How to write your personal statement How to conquer the
LSAT or GMAT and MOST important how to get into the
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF YOUR CHOICE!

(in the Student Union Cafeteria)
can make it easy for your association
or club or dorm
campus organization
or
party or meeting
or tailgate or fete or picnic
or dinner

Call (415) 441-5600 For Reservations, Room Number and More
Information on the Upcoming LSAT/GMAT Exams.
FREE DRAWING! $ttw)Scho/arships wit/ he Awarded at each session
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COPY mat
COP9 mat

Buy in bulk and fix it yourself
or let us
"put together the works for you’

THE QUM
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Details now at the Deli
SUGALAND
WELCOME WEEK SPECIALS
August 31 thru September 5
Students, Faculty, Staff Only
(1.D. Required)

1/2 PRICE
BOWLING BILLIARDS

DEAR INSTRUCTORS:
GOOD NEWS
IT’S NOT TOO LATE!
COURSE READERS
READY IN 1 DAY
copy mat can

prepare and
distribute course readers at no
cost to you or your
department.
Free Pick-up and Delivery
Full Consultation
EnlargementS/ReduCtiOnS

Desktop Publishing
Personalized Covers
Book Reader Bindings

SPECIAL SALE PRICES
(Billiard Discount Cards, Bowling Balls & Bags)
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Sports
Underrated SJSU defense searches for respect

Wednesday, September 2. I 987/Spartan Daily

system challenges opponents to
throw the ball - if they have time.
"les a Simple challenge." Gilbert said. "Either you blts:k us or
you don’t."
More often than not, it was the
latter option that was forced upon
rush -happy foes. The average run
against the SJSU tfriense netted I .8
yards last
Passing on the Spartan defense.
however, offered nuire opportunity
to keep in the game.
"That’s a chance we’ve decided to take," Gilbert said. "You
have to throw to heat us. Once in a
while there’s going a big play for a
long gain. You have to have the right
players to play a gambling defense
like this. We have the right players.’’
Here’s a closer look at those
who will try to keep the football in
the hands of Mike Perez & Co.:
INSIDE LINEBACKERS
When you mention Kidney (6-1,
225, senior), Gilbert spews words
like "ringleader’’, "catalyst" and
"stud". The quarterback of the de
fense, Kidney will dictate the cerebral sector of the ganie, barking signals to his teammates. Pauu (pah00-00) is the Tonga native who
specializes in planting his facernask
in quarterback s chests.
"Yepi is the flashy player."
Sue Bowling Daily staff photographer
Gilbert said. "He’s very exciting to
watch. Barry’s not flashy. He’s
Tight end Todd Grande (89) blocks linebacker Terry Hampton during a recent practice
more like a coach on the field...Mr.
Consistent."
This Ls the second in a rwo-part some great players there, too. and status on pace With those of Perez,
David Knox (6-0, 216, junior)
th, NS’ Spartan potball they deserve mime recognition."
preview%
Jackson and Liggins. These de- shared a starting position in 1986
team.
Gilbert had been holding it back fensive standouts held the opposition and will put up a gallant fight
for
for some time. The fourth -year head to a pace of 62.3 yards per game on playing time on
By. !trent Ainsworth
Pauu’s side. Cox
coach isn’t necessarily disturbed by the ground. the nation’s second -low- (6-0. 216, senit
Daily staff writer
led the team in
hiotball ,oach Claude the fixed spotlight on the SJSU of- est figure.
tackles at the rover position but is
Gilbert stood patientl at the podium fensive unit. It happens to be one of
More good news is tnat no listed just behind Kidney on the
answering reporters miestion.
a the best in the country,.
changes in defensive philosophy will depth chart. .
’Itii not frustrated by the atdreaded Nil Ilet L.\ \,II \ task 1.ike
ROVER This is
Cox’ dotake place in 1987. Defensive coormost press conteleike, these days, tention the offense is getting." Gil- dinator Donnie Rea will ri%ersee the main. He’s quick enough to cover
bert
explained.
"I’m frustrated by same "Spartan" or "46"
one writei aftei anothei asked about
defense the deep pass patterns and strong
quarterback \ like Pew,. running the lack of attention given to the de- that created ulcers for opposing enough to meet a charging fullback
backs Kenn% lar.ksiiii and James fense. Our guys are underrated play- coaches and training room appoint- head-on. Put simply, he will be all
ers very deserving of recognition. ments for
SaY011.
\ like l’ele/. the offenshe
black-and-blue ballearriers over the field.
line. (
I iggins. and then a ’eV\ les too bad they get overshad- a year ago.
"He’s a combined defensive
owed
\1IkC Pete/
The 46 stacks defenders on the back. outside linebacker and inside
a smiling Gilbert
It- the coach could have his line of scriinmage and blitzes like linebacker." Gilbert explained. "He
raised ill, .11111
itirenected in way, names like Barry Kidney, Yepi Hitler’s Luftwaffe. Running up the possesses the ability to play all those
infkk frustration. "How about a Pauu. Greg Cox and Ryan Rasnick middle boasts a success rate slightly srmts. Greg could be the most versaquestion on the defense ’
\A! 1201
would he approaching household better than Ford Edsel sales. The tile player we have .

New staff intact despite off-season shuffle
14, Brent Ainsviortir
as the defensive hai. ks coach, replac- the Los Angeles Raiders. respecDaily staff writer
ing Larry Petrill. Edwards was hired tively.
Three new faces have joined following an 11 -year career as a free
Shea elected to join the staff of
Claude ( there% 1987 Spartan safety for the NFL’s Philadelphia new Cal skipper Bruce Snyder. a
coaching staff and two otheis have Eagles. Another former player for close friend who Shea once coached
taken on new assignments sinee the Gilbert at SDS1.1. Edwards retired with at Iltah State.
Bowl ictory in with 33 interceptions and two All team’s (
Gruneisen. who in his single
Dece in be r
Pro honors 11980-1981) after nine season on the SJSU staff guided the
R ick k amuck has been flamed seasons as a starter.
Spartan defense to a No.2 national
offensive coordinatin offensive line
He assisted at Monterey Penin- ranking against the rush, now directs
sen,e
coach and Dan H
sula College for eight years as an the inside linebacking corps for the
quarterbacks and EtNCI \ \ coach. off-season consultant.
Los Angeles Raiders.
Nevi additions Donnie Rea. Jim
The coaching shuffle was
Holding tight to their 1986 title.
House, and Herman Edwards fill caused by the departures of Shea and are running backs coach Wally Gas
roles on the detensie staff .
Gruneisen, who left SJSU to take kins and defensi% e line coach John
Rasnick coached the offetiste coaching positions at California and Vogt. Ken Delgado, part-time as,
line in 198o and will i.ontinue to ,fo
so this season. In addition. he \\
dSSLII11C the responsibilities of often
sive coordinator
the departuie
of Terry Shea.
Rasnick joined the SJSU tatt
in 1981 after SCIAillg two season, .,
the learif’s startini2 center.

The

Time

Has

Come

for the first I lillel
Bar-R-Que *

Herman Edward%
tUir
.X./S1
to be the youngest ottensise Loot&
nator in the country at the Div
A level. the 27 -year -old takes mei
one of most potent arsenals in the na
bon.
Henson. 35, tutored the outside
linebackers a year ago, but has
moved to the offensive unit to oversee quarterback Alike Perez and the
pass catching coils, With Perez
drawing attention as a Heisman Trophy candidate. Henson is almost
doubling as a team publicist. His
quotes should be in even greater demand as the season gets underway.
Rea was hired to fill Henson’s
spot as outside linebackers coach in
February. A former player under
Gilbert at San Dreg, state, the
39-year -old Rea has coached at
sow. Brigham Young and most recently at Southern California. When
Sam Gruneisen left in May . Gilbert
assigned the coordinator’s job to Rea
as a bonus to his original thit
Entering his first stint as a fulltime coach. Edwards joins the staff

Basketball team
needs managers
The SJSU mens basketball
staff is in search of team manager%
for the 1987-1988 season.
Those tnierested can contact assistant coach Greg Graham at 277.
3247.

Time:
I )att:
I
t:

:amp’ is liar I t -Qt pits
tilt front (>1%%’ollicli’, gym)
3 p.m. to!) p.m.
Thur.. Sept. 3, 1987
Frey

comer Bill Alcantara (6-1, 207. junior), who has the inside edge on returnee Tim Wells (6-1, 204, senior).
Norman Brown (6-3, 205, junior)
could sub for Alexander on call.
GradDF:FENSIVE LINE
uation devastated the line, but it
could develop into one of the team’s
strengths with JC transfers Richard
Johnson (6-5. 240, junior) at left
tackle and nose guard Stefen Guthrie
(6-1, 260, junior) earning starting
spots. Veteran nose guard Larry
Sandson (6-0, 236, senior) had an
impressive fall camp before pulling a
hamstring. but he could be ready for
Saturdays opener.
James Burnside (6-1, 224, senior) hasn’t played competitively
since 1984. but the injury -riddled
right tackle has won the starting nod.
Art Gerrans (6-3. 237. senior), Noah
Cox (5-1(1, 248, senior) and Rodney
Banks (6-4. 243, sophomore) will
challenge to upseat the starters.

cAssaciatrb
*tb-eitts
..for students
by students

SJSU Committees
We have a place for you!
A.S. Homecoming Committee Election Board
Budget Committee Academic Fairness
Athletic Board Campus Planning
And Many More

Get Involved
For more information, drop by the
Associated Students Office
in the Student Union or call
277-3201 and ask for Michele

SUGALAND
FALL BOWLING LEAGUES
MONDAY
9:00pm

CHINESE STUDENT ASSOCIATION (CSA) TRIOS
13 weeks, beginning September 14
3 bowlers per team, handicap

TUESDAY
7:00pm

SJSU TEAM BOOSTER LEAGUE
29 weeks, beginning September 29
4 bowlers per team, handicap

9:15pm

SJSU HANDICAP DOUBLES LEAGUE
14 weeks, beginning September 8
2 bowlers team - 4 games per night, handicap

WEDNESDAY
7:00pm

WEDNESDAY MIXED TRIOS
14 weeks, beginning September 9
3 bowlers per team, handicap

THURSDAY
7:00pm

PETERSEN POINT SINGLES
31 weeks, beginning September 10
1 bowler per team - 4 games per night, handicap
SPARTAN ORIOCCI LEAGUE
12 weeks, beginning September 17
4 bowlers

liesen’alions are tun licw(h’d.

Congratulations

airininsestbtar . taactekirneti nyoetnahret hael se rf tiagshhittiasceikdufeoplilsoinnewsiewdeng.

You can make the difference on campus

sistant, begins his second year helping Rasnick on the offensive line.
Newcomer Steve Hare is slated
to aid the offensive staff as a graduate assistant. Mark Dean. a starting
defensive tackle on last year’s
squad, completes the staff as an undergraduate assistant.

of the year!
Hare:

Everett Burns (6-0, 197, senior)
owns many of the sante qualities and
will serve as a capable backup and
special teams performer.
DEFENSIVE BACKS As
a freshman last season. safety Ryan
Rasnick (5- I 0, I 76, sophomore)
contributed immediately and started
every contest. The younger brother
of offensive coordinator Rick Ras nick . Ryan tied with Kidney as the
team’s second leading tackler. He
will he watched closely by reserve
F.ddie Blackshear (5-9, 175. junior).
Neither starter returns at the
cornerback position, but Phil Erasch
(6-1. 197, senior) saw extensive
duty. He is the only one with major
college experience. John Coffee 163. 184, junior) is currently waging
an intense battle with Erasch for the
starting left cornerback spot.
LINEBACKOUTSIDE
Although he made his mark
ERS
on the special teams last year, Chris
Alexander (6-1. 222, senior) could
do the same at his new position right
away. Alexander opens the season as

9:00pm

to

TERI UYEDA
on your initiation
as a

CHI OMEGA
Active

Love Always
GARY

FRIDAY
12 noon

FACULTY-STAFF LUNCH LEAGUE
13 weeks, beginning September 11
3 bowlers per team, handicap

league bowlers receive a Privilege Card good for open play rates of
50C per game.
PLUS .. . all bowlers who sign up for their league prior to September 5
will receive (after the start of league) 10 free games of bowling, and ...
eligibility for other prizes to be given away during their league.
All

INFORMATION & SIGN UPS AT THE DESK

277-3226
STUDENT UNION
GAMES AREA
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Soccer team confident for season opener
fly. Richard Motroni
Daily staff writer

Daily file photo

Allen Picchi hopes to lead the Spartans to a soccer title

In anticipation of the upcoming
football, volleyball and basketball
seasons, it’s very easy for students to
forget the SJSU soccer team, which
kicks off its season tonight with a
non-conference game against the
University of San Francisco.
The Spartan soccer team is a
talented squad that is not only better
than most people believe, but could
be one of the surprises in the PCAA.
"St) far I’m pleased by the way
the team has been progressing,"
SJSU coach Julius Menendez said.
"But we only recently have played a
full scrimmage and while some players are ready, others are not."
Where the Spartans are unquestionably ready is in the forward positions.
Senior Allen Picchi. the fastest
player on the team and second leading scorer last year, (two of his six
goals came against national champion UCLA) has returned, and
according to Menendez. is in better
condition both mentally and physically.
Also returning at forward is
All-PCAA honorable mention Ingi
Ingason. Ingason, also a senior. led
the team in assists last year with six
and is expected to be one of the
Spartans’ leading scorers in 1987.
Another returning senior is

Gale optimistic about another title
By Nelson Cardadeiro
Daily staff writer
Opti mist: Webster’s defines
ono as someone who "expects the
best outcome." This is a perfect description for SJSU women’s golf
coach Mark Gale.
Gale knows that setting a positive team ;luau& earl
cructol

Golf

one shot.
Jones, an All-American honorable mention. finished second individually at the national tournament.
losing to New Mexico’s Caroline
Keggi on the first hole of a sudden death playoff.
Gale had said for the past few
years that he would retire after he
had conquered the NCAA crown. He
Iris now changed his tnind.

lyn Adams of San Jose is a walk-on.
Hurst. from San Leandro, is
last year’s national junior champion
while Philbrick was the only amateur
to qualify into the LPGA’s Konica
Classic in San Jose.
This year’s cast will be without
the services of Jones, Flrown and lpkendanz. Brown and Ipkendanz
graduated while Jones has decided to
turn professional.
"It’s something Anne has
wanted to do all her life." Gale said.
Even with only three returning
golfers, second -team All-American
Lofland, Rails and Rene Van Fossen, Gale is excited about his 1 1th
campaign at the helm.
"On paper. this team has the
potential to be as good as the previous team. he said.

one hopes to have a successful sea"It’s a good time to leave when
son.
His message didn’t fall upon you’re on top," Gale said. "but I’ve
deaf ears as his six young golfers made a commitment to the new rewon the NCAA Women’s Golf cruits. They make it very enticing to
Championship last May in New stick around for a few more years."
Mexico.
Those new recruits are Pat
"I told them to picture themselves with the NCAA trophy," Hurst, Christi Yong, Dina Amanaccapane
and Denise Philbrick. MariGale said. pointing to that huge trophy that adorns a corner of his office. "They kept that picture in their
minds all year and they were rewarded."
Gale said that he knew they
t5kad and TOSE.5
etzould be in the hunt from the beginning.
1500 1\21110 p
"I felt that this was one of the
best teams we had put together in a
while... he said. "And that is saying
Students in Ethnic Studies, History
quite a bit considering our past performances. ’
Social
Work, Poly Sci, Women’s Studies
For the past two seasons. the
Spartans have ranked No.8 in the nation.
Check out Bread & Roses Bookshop
An important factor in winning
(See Classified Ad)
a team championship is congeniality. This wasn’t a problem foi

ANY PURCHASE 10% OFF WITH THIS AD
THRU SEPTEMBER, 1987

SJSU.

"They got along together just
fine." Gale said. "Its important
when you spend four to six days on
the road together. They had a ’one
for all and all for one’ type of attitude.’’
The Spartans went into the
NCAA finals ranked third. But in the
opening rounds Dana Lifland became ill and the Spartans were five
strokes behind Duke after the first
round.
But Gale wasn’t %corned. "We
had cotne from behind before and
won in past tournaments.’ ’
The Spartans closed within
three strokes of Flonda and Miami
after the second round, and heading
into the final they were just tv..0
shots behind Miami.
Coming onto the 72nd and final
hole. a par five, the Spartans had a
comfortable three-shot lead. And
when Furman’s Dottie PepperMochrie birdied and the Spartans.
Anne Jones bugled with a clutch 15
firmer. the team of Lotland. Jones.
Nancy Flniwn. Julie Rails and Lisa
Ipkendanz had given Gale "the most
exciting golfing day in my life" by

3 Blocks South of 280

950 South First Street, San Jose. California 95110 294-2930

,5,pot FOOTBALL 1987
HOME OPENER rIP a/1’

Matthew Lord who is not only the i,!triffigest player.
Yet, it is at the position ot
most experienced player on the
squad, but is, in Menendez’s words. goalie that Nelson makes his hest
"a born leader, eager to help the less impression With a natural memo,’
for the ball, being able to think Iasi
experienced players."
Finally, the fourth forward po- in tough situations and fine leaping
sition will most likely be filled by ju- ability. Nelson is not only considnior John Dickinson, who is charac- ered one of the best goalies in the
terized by Menendez as having "a PCAA. but on the West C’oast.
While ot tense and goalie
great feeling for the ball, good speed
doesn’t seem to he a problem for the
and really puts a lot into the game."
While there is plenty of individ- Spartans. defense is.
"Right now. I vrould say our
ual talent at the foward spots Menenealthes. is our defensive
dez strongly contends that the four Mai tx
must work together as a team in backs. because they lack experience," Menendez said. "But. we
order to succeed.
"There’s no doubt that Allen or are getting better each day with Marc
Matt can score goals by themselves Baker and Scott Murch helping out
occassionally. but soccer is a lot like in the middle positions ’’
At 6-foot -2 and 185 miunds,
basketball; you have to work together as a team in order to score sophomore Flaker is unquestionably.
a strong defensive player who
points," he said.
"So tar. they have played to- his size and strength to his adv an
gether as a team, but a lot of that has tage.
to do with the fact they know each
Murch may not have Bakei
other so well which makes me be- size nor strength, hut as an all -league
lieve that we will have a very potent transfer from West Valley, he’s lust
offense."
as talented and is expected to be a
At the start of spring practice major force on defense.
In the backfield the Spartans
one of the question marks for the
Spartans concerned the goalie spot. must face the problem of having
This year’s starter, senior Jerry Nel- only one returning player. while the
son, played only one game the pre- other three are transfers from other
vious season. but Menendez claims schools.
Sophomore Nlatthew Blue. the
that statistics are deceiving.
"Jerry is so talented in many one returning Spartan has been one
ways that there’s no question he of the major surprises in spring pracwould’ve been a starter on any of the tice.
"Matt’s improvement oer the
other teams in the PCAA," he said.
"But. last year we had Joe Gangale. spring has been so remarkable that
who was a senior and an outstanding although he is a good player now,
talent, so he started instead. Now he’s a year away from being a great
that Jerry’s got the starting joh. he defensive player. Menende/ said
The three transfers that %
will be one of our main strengths on
round out the backfield are wino’
defense."
At 6-ftx)t-3, 200 pounds, Nel- Chris Sorg, a standout althlete and
son is the team’s biggest and perhaps student from De An/a College, Scott

VS
VS
VS

Nov 7

IS

Eastern Illonois
Cal State Fullenon
New Mexico State
IINI
Par Ifir

1:30 PM
1:30 PM
1:30 PM
TBA
1:30 PM

Wehrmann and Matthew l’ryer wha
took up soccer after three years of
all -league prep in football.
Depthwise. the Spartans have
an impressive group ot iioAcomers
like junior 1.uis Agutiai . league
’VIVI’ at San Jose High iAtio11 be
most likely to help in the middle poi
sl(1011 as well as Sean Welsh and Michael Namha .
Probably . the most welcome
newcomei
iumor Luis Medina.
-Medina has not only fullied
most evpectations I hud of him. but
could very well he a starter in the fo,
ward position later in the season.",
he said
Although the Spartans appear
ready and confident for the 147 season. then hist test will he a big one,
when they lace nationally -ranked
USE’ tonight at 8 at Spartan Stadium,
but the coach isn’t ttx) worried.
"Our first game last year was
against national champion UCL.A
we tied them 2-2, so facing a
t,,ligh team so early in the season can
vv ork froth ways in that you might be
read \ to play. but the other team
’ Oat.- Menende/ said

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

Financial Aid Center.
SAN FRANCISCO
FEDERAL SAVINES

f

71-MEL_Y

LIR

iootrooe
HeosmanTwhyto
IlAfke Pew,

See.5
fki. 3
On.I0
Oct 24

SAll soccer coach

And they’re both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the lett
means you’re part ot a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command resmt as an Army officer. If you’re
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1 -800-USA-ARMY.

SAT. SEPT. 5 KICKOFF 1:30 p.m.
VS E. ILLINOIS

1987 Home Schedule

Julius Menendez,

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.

a

WIN PAN-AM N Y SELTZER TRIPS TO N Y
GET SPARTANIZEDI SPARTAN THUNDER ROLLS AGAIN
*TAILGATE PARTIES START AT 9 A M
SPARTANS RI IN TOTAL OFFENSE AND
#2 IN RUSHING DEFENSE IN THE NATION
PG&E ’SPORTS FOR YOUTH DAY
*CONTINUING EDUCATION DAY

‘So far I’m pleased
by the way the team
has been
progressing.’

FOR ALL TICKET
INFORMATION
Group Corporate
Faculty Staff
Student Alumni
Rates

011.:00
/4%41

277-FANS

NOW OPEN!

WASHINGTON SQUARE
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
Imans
Share Savings Accounts
Certificates of Deposit
Check Cashing
Located at 8th & San Salvador
in the t lniversity Club

947-7273
BASIC SPANISH
96A/B (3-3 units) VIDEO AUDIO begin or review.
conversation.
Practical
No formal class. Study in
lab/honee.
Call: 277-2576
Foreign Languages
SH 219

AT SPARTAN STADIUM

c ilpha (Phi cVorerity
CONGRATULATES ITS
FALL 1987 PLEDGES

Stephanie Aichele
Nancy Beer
Nicole Anderson
I.ynda Bordi
I.isa Carr
Stacy Clark
Anne Conner

Isabel de Sousa
Julie Fraser -Smith
Megan Geiss
Amy Harshbarger
Debbie I leydon
Robyn Jenkins
Kristen 1.askowski
Melissa I.ong
Melissa Martin
Mary McKenzie
Jodi Newman
Denyse ()liver
Tona Paul
Tasha Souza
Katherine Stewart
Stacy Tsubot
Kathleen Vogt
Stacy Watson
Chrissy Wilson

A free checking account from San Francisco Federal Sayings could he all the financial
aid you need.
There are no per check charges. No monthly service charges. No access charges for our
automated tellers. And. you can open your account for as little as S50.
You’ll also find that we have a Timely Teller ATM right on campus W’hich means that
our free checking account fits easily into tough class schedules.
Of course, the hes, part of the program could be the application forms.
They’re simple. So you can devote your time and energy to the more difficult task ihiir
lies ahead.
Writing home for money
110 West Santa Clara Street 1408) 298-05(17
Valley Fair Shopping Center 1408) 246-9000

01 SAN FRANCISCO
FEDERAL
SAVINGS
The Tint of The Ciev....111 About I-he
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Minuteman launch
called successful
VANDENBERG AIR FORCE
RASE, Calif. (AP) -- A Minuteman
3 missile carrying two experimental
navigational systems for the Midgetman missile was launched successfully Tuesday morning, the Air
Force said.
Tech. Sgt. Virgil Short said the
Minuteman 3 was launched at 12:58
a.m. and reached the Kwajalein Missile Test Range. 4,3(X) miles southwest of this coastal base. in 30 minutes. The experimental navigational
systems performed no flight functions but did record data that the Air
Force will evaluate, he said.
’The launch was the second of
two in a $23. I million research and
development program into the inertial navigation systems for the Midgetman intercontinental ballistic missile.
It was the first missile flight
since July from the base 150 miles
northwest of Los Angeles. and the
first Minuteman 3 launch after two
conse,..iii I y e failures on June 25 and
July I r‘

The test was originally scheduled for mid -July, but the back -tohack Minuteman 3 failures pushed
the launch hack.
Short said the Minuteman 3 carried two navigational systems: a Litton Systems Inc. Guidance and Control Systems ring laser gyro and a
General Electric star sensor inertial
measuring unit.
’The Air Force is is looking at
the systems as alternates to the inertial measuring unit made by Northrop Corp. and used in the MX missile, which is technically similar to
the Midgetman.
The MX carries 10 warheads
but the smaller Midgetman will only
carry a single warhead.
Air Force officials say the test
of the alternates is unrelated to
charges that the Northrop guidance
system is unreliable. The Air Force
has said that the testing is part of an
ongoing program to liiok at other
systems that predates the allegations
against Northrop.

Dan Sweeny -- Daily staff photographer

"Where do I sign?" Rand Franshier considers Marejka Behman’s offer to join the Speech and Debate team

‘Supercollider’ open for bids
State officials rush
to win contract
WASHINGTON (AP) Flush
with optimism. state officials on
Tuesday rushed in their proposals to
the federal government to land the
"supercollider.’ a S4.4 billion atom
smasher that will mean 3.000 jobs
for the winner.
Some states made a big production out of it and others would say
little until after the 2 p.m. deadline
today for getting proposals to the Energy Department.
Sen. Phil Gramm, R -Texas,
gave one reason for secrecy keep -

Russians
want U.S.
to cooperate
WASHINGTON (AP) -- The
Soviet Union on Tuesday called on
the United States to clear away the
"last obstacles" to an agreement
banning medium -range nuclear missiles by vothdrawing 72 Pershing I A warheads from West Germany.
But U.S. officials said the warheads were not subject to negotiations with the Soviets because the
missiles that carry them belong to
the West Germans.
"We have said consistently that
third -country systems are not part of
the negotiations,’ White House
spokesman Marlin Fitzwater said in
Santa Barbara, Calif., near President
Reagan’s ranch. "We stand by that
position."
A State Department official,
who demanded anonymity, said the
warheads would be withdrawn from
West Germany only. after the missiles were dismantled.
West German Chancellor Helmut Kohl offered last Wednesday to
scrap the Pershing 1 -A missiles.
which have a range of 465 miles,
after a U.S.-Soviet treaty is ratified
and put into effect.
Both the United States and the
Soviet Union welcomed the offer as
a step forward. But it is not clear
whether Kohl’s schedule was acceptable to Moscow or posed a problem
in completing the treaty.
At a news conference here
Tuesday, a Soviet deputy foreign
minister. Vladimir F. Petrovsky, insisted on removal of the warheads,
which are under U.S. control.
"If the United States would
agree to remove the 72 nuclear warheads, the last obstacles to the double -zero option would be removed,’
Petrovsky said.
The Soviet official referred to
the dismantling of two categones of
intermediate -range missiles in what
would be Reagan’s first nuclear arms
control agreement with Moscow.
In all, 332 U.S. missiles would
be withdrawn from West Germany,
Britain, Italy and Belgium while the
Soviets scrapped 442 rockets aimed
at Western Europe and an additional
121 issiles targeted on China and
Japan.
"It is very necessary for the
United States now to give a clear answer." Petrovsky said. "Seventytwo nuclear warheads are part of
douhle-zero "
On another arms control issue.
Soviet Col Gen. Nikolai Chervov
offered to permit the United States to
conduct a nuclear weapons test on
Soviet temtory in order to check the
accuracy of American verification
methods
Chervoy. an adviser to the Soviet general staff, said "we are prepared now to enter large-scale negotiations on the matter ’’

ing competitors from matching an attractive inducement.
His state plans a $200 million
joint venture with utilities to supply
electricity at an unmatchable one
cent per kilowatt-hour or less, he
said.
Congress banned consideration
of direct financial incentives to prevent states from getting into a bidding war, but did permit states to
contribute to site improvements with
roads. sewers and other work.
States that want to offer more
were asked to submit details in a
sealed envelope to be opened only if
they won, and several were doing
SO.

New York Lt. Gov. Stanley

Lundine told reporters in New Yotk
his state’s three sites were "techni
cally sound, financially superior and
politically attract i ve. ’
Joe Allbaugh. an aide to Ok
lahoma Gov. Henry Bellmon, said in
Oklahoma City he was convinced
"that we have probably the bei
technical site that is being offered tit,
anywhere in the United States."
-Arizona project coordinator
Ian McPherson called his state’s
proposals "superb" and said in
Phoenix. "We hope that now the
issue will be laid to rest that Arizona
simply does not have the werewithal
or the expertise to proceed."

WANT TO LEARN A
FOREIGN LANGUAGE

but can’t attend class regularly?

WE SPEAK TECHNOLOGY.
DO YOU?
; !,-.); I
If you’re a science or engineering major yOu ;; want IC Lt. ;
a., F-;
:eve.ou ng iasers ano
._ifte wa,
par! . "
satellites that make science fiction seem dated Air FOrCe ROT._
t hpeacceod et egceh cn oostot sgyp
Atr Force ROTC has 2- through 4 -year scholarship programs Mat can ,ieip defray so,,
lus
you’ll receive $100 each academic month for living expenses
Atter graduation. you’ll be an Air Force officer. and w::: po:n those vvho are lean
,s nto space.age technoiogy
Take a close loOk at Xr Force ROTC now Don’t let technology pass you by E3,. , ,i’t of it

For more Information please contact: Captain Gary C a
ri
AFROTC DET 45
MacCluarrie Hall RM407
(408) 277-2743

AR FORRor

Try our self-paced learning programs in French,
German, Hebrew, Italian, Latin, Portuguese,
Russian and Spanish. No formal classes. Take
1-5 units semester. Work in lab or by
arrangement with instructor in lab car’home.
Test, tapes, software.
New: Advanced Spanish 101 A1 B1 (4-4 units).
For qualified students.

Call 277-2576
or come to
Foreign Languages at SH219
...eirfaitTottaig,

THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS PROGRAM BOARD
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SALE!

Budweiser
ISAg
ONLY SOUTH BAY APPEARANCE

PRESENT

WITH

$5

STUDENT

$7

GENERAL

LONDON DOWN
$8 DAY OF SHOW’

IccalrEcoLop CENTER
Reg. .79

SALE .44

.79

.44

1.69

.99

.89

.55

Accent Lite

1.95

1.22

Accent Lite Refill

1.00

.66

Roller Ball

1.29

.66

Major Accent

$2 ofl with student I D
’
THURSDAY. SEPTEMBER 3
UNION BALLROOM
iitSTUDENT
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY

Must be 18 or Over

FUNDED BY THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

SAN JOSE ART
FOR ALL YOUR ART SUPPLY NEEDS

Pocket Accent
Scan Accent
Micro Accent

2

SUPPLIES

-

The largest Art & trephit Supplin
In the Arra
titan Nights 9.9 MF
Weekends 10.5:30 Sat, 12-5 Sus

HOURS
NEW WCATION

trite Parking Easy Access nll 2130
end San Cabs
Quslifini Sairspnnle . Help Yt.

SERVICE

sr/us

When You Need it Right Nowt
lassos Prkes Night & Weekends also

DISCOUNT

Student
Monthly Stasis&

JOSE ART
SSAN
481 S. BASCOM AVE, SAN JOSE
ONE BLOCK SOUTH OF STEVENS CREEK
HOURS M F 9 9 SAT 10 5 30 SUN 12 5

408-298-8422
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Bank of America Says’Yes’
to Students.
As a college student, everything -you -do
now is oriented toward ensuring your
future success. And Bank of America
would like to help you ’achieve that
goal. We believe in your personal
success . . . now and in the future.
That’s why we say "yes" to students
by offering you these four important
banking services.

Say ’Yes’ To A
Checking Account And
VERSATE’: Card.

24 -hour* ATM network in the state
with over 1,300 ATMs.
Immediate access to cash when travelling out of state with over 13,000
PLUS SYSTEM" ATMs throughout
the U.S. and Canada.**
Pay for purchases at participating
California merchantswherever
you see the INTERLINK" symbol.

Say ’Yes’ To A BankAmericard.
We’ve Made It Easier For
Students To Qualify!
Because you are a student,
you may not have had the
time to establish a credit
history. We’ve developed a
special program that makes it
easier for you to qualify
for a BankAmericard.

LEE SMITH

HIDolt of Aiglarkra’

8: & 2 1000 1 588: 0 10 1.8 0

2 11.8.856 ?a 98.

Bank of America has the largest
network in California, with nearly
900 branches and over 1,300 fullservice VERSATELLER* ATMs
for your banking convenience.
Custom Checking. At Bank of
America you decide on the checking
plan that best suits your particular
financial needs.
Monthly service charge as low
as $2.50.
No charge for ATM transactions.
VERSATEL Card. The VERSATEL
Card enables you to get at your cash
whenever and wherever you need it.
Most convenient full-service,

BankAmericard VISA’. Or MasterCard.’
Flexible payment schedule.
Worldwide acceptance at over 4.7
million locations.
Fast access to cash at over 110,000
locations.
Overdraft protection linkedto your
B of A checking account to avoid
bounced checks.
V/SA

BankAmericard

’IRV.

A BankAmericard will help you establish a solid credit rating now, while
you’re still in college. So that in the future, you can qualify for other types of
credit, including auto and home loans.

Say ’Yes’ To A Flexible
Bank of America
Student Loan Plan.
At Bank of America, we understand
that it might be difficult to find cash to
cover college expenses. We also realize
every student’s needs are different.
That’s why we offer a variety of Student
Loans that are quick and easy to apply
for. In fact, most of the steps can be
accomplished by phone or by mail.
Student Loans.
Your choice of three types of loans
ranging from $2,625 to $7,500
per year.
Interest rates geared to a student’s
budget.
Easy application and speedy turnaround.
Consolidated loans that allow for
easy repayment after graduation.

Say ’Yes’ To The Bank
That Will Grow With You.

11111 Bank of America
PLUS SYSTEM’ IN a trademark of Plus Sytem, Inc.
*Subject to routine system maintenance 2 a.m. to
6 a.m. Sunday. **There is a $1 charge for each
cash withdrawal made at a PLUS SYSTEM ATM
that is not a VERSATELLER ATM.
Bank of America NT&SA Membef FDIC.

Stop By Your Nearby Branch. Or Our Booth On Campus.
Booth Located At The Spartan Bookstore
August 31 thru September 4.
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100 sign up for new aerospace degree
One of five
changes announced
by President
Hy Charlotte Banta
Nay staff writer
SJSU’s new Aerospace Program has elicited a skyrocketing enrollment with more than 100 sign
ups this semester for the major.
Establishing an aerospace engineering degree is one of five departmental changes SJSU President Gail
Fullerton announced in her State of
the University address last week.
The Aerospace Program will include testing and designing of aircraft in space systems and engineering designs.

"This program was obv Musty.
implemented due to its need.- said
Dr. gichaid Desatnel, professor of
mechanical engineering.
Other changes included restructuring the School of Business. Child
Development Department, Psychology. Department and Foreign Language Department.
Fullerton also said ;I neW minor
in Chinese has been added to the
Foreign I.anguage 1)epart [tient
While SlsU has pre% iousi offered Chinese courses. only recently
has formal approval heen given to
include a minor. said Dr. Kaicheong Leung. associate professor
of foreign languages.
The minor is comprised of
courses in elementary and basic
Mandarin ta dialect of Chinese 1;111-

"We are giving direction to
people , yet sti allowing choices,"
said Frank Payne, assiciate professor of psychology. "There is much
more structure, however."

guaget. elementary and advanced
Chinese language and culture.
"The new minor in Chinese is a
curriculum change anticipating our
future role as a pan of the Pacific
Rim." Fullerton said.
She also said that the Ikpartment of Psychology is restructuring
its undergraduate curriculum.
Previously, only a bachelor of
arts degree in psychology could be
earned. Now. in addition to a basic
psychology degree, four concentralions within the major have been
added.
The new concentrations include
biological cognitive processes; de velopmental, social and personality
processes; clinical. counseling psychology; and industrial. organizatio-

"Sports Psychology,""Exercise in Mental Health." and "Psychology in the Courtroom" are new
courses that the psychology department is offering this semester.
Fullerton also said the Schtx)I
of Business has made several
changes. A new emphasis in taxation
will be offered, in order to focus on
the new tax laws.
A new baccalaureate degree in
child development has also been approved this year by the California
State 1.1niversity Board of Trustees.

nal p,ychology

Teens not learning history, study finds
Majority couldn’t
place Civil War
WASHINGTON ( AP) Teachers and textbooks that emphasize
skills over content are keeping
American children ignorant of history and literature. the chainnan ot
the National Endowment for the Humanities said earlier this week.
Lynne V. Cheney. in a study
ordered by Congress, urged elementary and secondary. schools to devote
more time to history. literature and
foreign languages

rePort
WA") "ord
Her
"American Mentor ." also preell a forthcoming NEN-sponsored S1.11Ae \ that tol.Ind dramatic
gaps in teenager,. knowledge of
epochal L.\ ems, including when the
Ciil \\al occurred, when the Constitution was v,ritten and even Mien
Columbus disco% ered the New

World.
reading
elementary
’’Most
hooks contain little literature... Cheney said. Instead of ’canting about
King Arthur. Joan of Arc or George
Washington, children are slibiedell
to dry. contemporary’ Prose aimed al
==1.

teaching such skills as how to make
grocery lists and use the telephone
tx)ok. she charged.
"Knowledge of the ideas that
have molded us and the ideals that
have mattered to us functions as a
kind of civic glue. ... " wrote Cheney "In our schmtls today we run
the danger of unwittingly proscribing our heritage.’
Cheney said the $370,0(X) survey. of nearly 8,(XX) 17 -year-olds in
the spring of 1986 by the National
Assessment of Educational Progress
found 68 percent could not place the
Civil War "within the correct half-

century.
v.ast majorities, students
demonstrate unfamiliarity with writers whose works are regarded as
classics: Dante. Chaucer, Dostoevsky. Austen, Whitman, Hawthorne, Melville and Cather."
Cheney criticized education
courses and urged that future teachers "be freed from excessive study,
of pedagogy" and given more time
to roam in the humanities.
Cheney, a former magazine ed-’
itor and teacher. holds a dtx:torate in.
British literature.

HIGH TECH, LOW HASSLE

Show SJSU ID card for express registration

Dan Sweeney Coady staff photographer
Remodeling at

Wahlquist Library adds an elevator

Wahlquist

tion comes from a capital outlay
program.
"This is system -wide money
that is not generated on campus...
Pluta said "Any project over
$200.0(X) is called a capital outlay. program using CSU funds and
CSU inspector on campus
checking the work."

k OM? page I

The department vy
move
during the summer. and will remain there for the 18 -month renov anon period.
Some problems can be expected, due to blocked stairways
and temporary electrical shutdowns.

1111
I should have
advertised
in the
Spartan
Daily

A major benefit that will
come once the library is com
pleted will be that "it will free up
areas in other buildings which
need space,’ Piuta said.

The money tot the renov

Iranian rockets hit
Spanish supertanker
vt v \ AlA. Bahrain 1..1Pi
Rockets tired hy an Iranian speedhoat started a tiic on a Spanish
Pertanker
\ .
:till its
planes hit loin
.ind hanian in
dustnal targets han claimed it shot
dov, n three raiding aticraft
ot
A
S
Nay
warship, and two ieflagged Kuwaiti
tankers armed sately in the emirate’s wateis. Kuvvait and Iraq,

which have been at war with Iran
since September 19/01. are neighbors
at the head ift the Persian Gulf.

The ships started up the gulf
Saturday. the day atter raids were re
newed in the yv :item ay after a sly week lull The only iikident reported
during the 5511 -mile trip was the rescue of a downed Iraqi pilot.
Iraq reported air raids ’Tuesday
on four ships in the gulf and five industrial and oil targets in its air war
on Iran’s economy .
Iran reported retaliatory raids
on military and industrial targets in

Mini -Semester
Many courses meet general educatml
and transfer credit requirements
Satipdays front Sept. 12 -Dec. 22

Courses available include:
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE
BUSINESS LAW
COMMUNICATION STUDIES
COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS
ECONOMICS
ENGLISH IA AND IB
ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCI7ON
ALGEBRA I
FINITE MATH
MUSIC APPRECIATION
LOGIC
PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND DANCE
PSYCHOLOGY
READING
TYPINGAVORD PROCESSING
AMERICAN GOVERNMENT
Register week days 8:30ani-4:30prn
Evenings M-Th 4:30-8:30
Sept. 12 9am-lprn
Only S5 per unit
For Information call: (4010 270-6441

Evergreen Valley College
IN; 1’erha Buena Rd San like 1.. A 9"; IS

Iraq .
W .,Iiington. the State Department said the U.N. Security
Council should draft sanctions unless Iran agrees to a cease-fire by the
end of the week.
Sot iet officials urged that diploma, y he given more time. "Soviet American cooperation is not
only possible, it is necessary these
days.- said Vladimir Petrovsky. a
deputy foreign minister.

We know that a
cheap calculator can
cost you blood, svveat
and time.
Investing in a
Hewlett-Packard calculator, on the other
hand, can save you
time and again.
HP calculators not
only have better functions. They function
better. Without sticking keys and bad
connections.
Through October
31, you can get the
cream of the calculators at a non-fat price.
We’re cutting $10
off the HP-12C. That
buys you more builtin functions than anyone else’s financial
calculator.
And we’re giving
away a free Advantage
Module, a $49 value,
with every HP-41
Advanced Scientific
calculator you buy.
This 12K-byte plugin, menu-driven ROM
was designed specially for students.
So drop by your
campus bookstore and
compare HP calculators with the rest. By
midterm, you’ll see
what a deal this is.

Dispatches from Iran’s news
agency quoted Prime Minister Hussein Musay as saying Iran would
make its position clear soon on the
Security Council truce resolution of
July 20. Iraq has agreed to observe
the resolution if Iran does.
Radio
monitors
said
the
300.078 -ton Spanish supertanker
Munguia sent a distress signal when
attacked hy one or two Iranian
speedboats 55 miles northeast of
Bahrain. an island in the gulf.

ATTENTION COLLEGIATE BOWLERS
Srgn Up Now

Evergreen Valley College

To Try Out For The

NATIONALLY RANKED
1987.88

IAN JOSE ITATE

-1
FREE S49 HP-41
ADVANTAGE MODULE
*oh pun ha... t4111’ .11 No

Tuesday & Thursday, September 8th & 10th
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277-3226
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Court says security search
without warrant OK at USF
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By Russ Raggedy
Daily staff writer
An appellate court upheld the
conviction of a University of San
Francisco student last week, concluding that the student’s Fourth
Amendment rights were not violated
when university security searched
his room without a warrant.
SJSU students needn’t worry,
however, because the search took
place at a private school, and the security officers were not bound by the
Fourth Amendment. according to
First District Court of Appeals Justice Allison Rouse.
’The Fourth Amendment states
people have the right "to be secure
in their persons (and) houses . . .
against unreasonable searches and
seizures" and courts shall not issue
warrants without "probable cause."
The search at USF would have
been illegal if it had taken place at a
public university, Rouse stated in his
opinion.

The search at USF
would have been
illegal if it had taken
place at a public
university.
Justice Allison Rouse,
First District Court of Appeals
The USF student contended that
the room search violated his Fourth
Amendment rights. but the appellate
court
agreeing with a lower court
ruling
stated that the Fourth
Amendment does not limit searches
by private security personnel on private property.
Because SJSU is a public
school, campus housing residents

are guaranteed Fourth Amendment
protection, said Willie Brown, director of housing services.
"We do it the legal way with
probable cause and search warrants, ’ Flrown said.
A resident’s action must be
"seen, smelled or heard to be considered public." by residence hall
staff, he said.
"We have had a good
relationship with (the University Police Department) in the past and
enjoy the high security pmfile their
presence in the halls provides."
Flrown said.
"We don’t nornially go into the
rooms, but if a routine repair call in a
room ends with a staff member finding something, we try to deal with it
in the individual residence," Brown
said.
Brown said that the police are
available if they arc needed.
Spartan Daily wire services
contributed this report.

Campus film series features hit movies
Wednesday Night
Cinema returns
By Brenda Tai I ,am
Daily staff writer
Wednesday Night Cinema is
back and students can see such popular films as "Little Shop of Horrors"
and "Star Trek IV."
Sponsored by the Associated
Students Program Board, Wednesday Night Cinema begins on Sept. 9.
with"Outrageous Fortune." Upcoming films will include "Radio
Days,
"Secret of My Success,"
and "Platoon".
The movies are shown in Morris Dailey Auditorium at 7 p.m. and
10 p.m. for $2.
"(Wednesday Night Cinema) is
the most successful movie series out
of any other film series A.S. has
sponsored," said Jason Chal las, program board film director. "I feel it’s
one of the most well -attended events
by the campus community."
The program board orders the
films through two distribution services, Swank Motion Picture in Los

Angeles and Films Incorporated in
Chicago. Payment for the movies
comes from the program board’s
budget. A top name film such as
"Platoon" cost between $8(X) and
$1,000 to rent, Challas said.
"Students should come to
Wednesday Night Cinema because it
only costs $2 and we have a lot of
action films," said Scott Valor, program board director. "Jason has
done a good job in picking the
films."
As in past semesters, food and
beverages will not be allowed into
the theater because people leave
their garbage in the auditorium,
Challas said.
Last semester -- in addition to

Executions
increasing
in nation
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
pace of executions in the United
States is quickening gradually. but
the death of three condemned men
on the same day last week does not
signal a coming blood bath. death
penalty opponents say.
"It’s a blip in a steac:ily rising
curve," said Henry Schwarzschild
of the American Civil Liberties
Union. "I don’t think it’s the beginning of a blood bath. Flut we will
have more and more."
Schwarzschild said he would
not be suprised if the number of
yearly executions one day duplicates
the mid-I930s when death row inmates were being killed at a record
pace in the nation.
There were 199 executions in
America in 1935. the largest annual
total in the nation’s history.

Penciller ’
81.89

the Wednesday Night Cinema
the program board also sponsored
movies on Thursday nights.
Flut this semester the board did
not tum in their application for A.S.
funds on time, so a Thursday night
film series will not be held, Challas
said.
Challas hopes to have an alternative film series available in the
spring and is working on the idea
with Stanley Baran. chairman of the
Theatre Arts Department, he said.
"The film series will consist of
the film and a lecture, followed by
an open forum with the actors, producers and directors (of the film
shown),’’ Challas said.

The
Better,"
Ball Point Pen 89’

Whatever the assignment, Pilot has the formula
for writing comfort and precision.
Pilot’s Better Ball Point Pen, in medium and fine points.
lets you breeze through long note-taking sessions. In fact.
we’ve made writer’s fatigue a thing of the past! This crystal barreled
veteran of the campus has a ribbed finger grip for continuous comfort
and is perfectly balanced for effortless writing. Best of all, you’ll never
throw it out because it’s refillable.
The perfect teammate to the Better Ball Point Pen is Pilot’s
Pencilier 0.5mm mechanical pencil. It has a continuous lead feed
system and a cushion tip that helps eliminate the fiustration of lead
breakage. The Pencilier’siumbo eraser does the job cleanly while
the ribbed grip offers the same comfort as the Better Ball Point Pen.
Pick up the Pilot Team at your campus
bookstore today...The Better Ball
Point Pen and The Pencilier.

-PILOT-

EARN EXTRA CREDITS
FOR JUST $5 A UNIT!!!
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Son Josi City College

FALL MINI SEMESTER STARTS SEPTEMBER 14, 1987
YOU’LL BE FINISHED WITH FINALS BY DECEMBER 22!!!
Day, Evening, Weekend Courses Include:
Mathematics

Accounting
Art

Music

Electronics

Speech
Plus More

History

"BEEP
BEEP
BEEP
BEEP
EEIP
BEEP
BEEP"

Walk In and Apply Today!
For Registration Information
Call Admissions and Records

288-3739
San Jose City College, 2100 Moorpark Avenue (at Highway 280)
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INTROD6CD’ ssi&G THE
ATMCHECKING
ACCOUNT
Only for ATM users. Only $3.50 a month.
Sound !ike your kind ril banking?
It should if you do your day-to-day banking at ATMs.
Now Wells Fargo comes through with
a special checking account for people who
prefer the convenience of ATM banking.
The new ATM-Checking Account gives
you unlimited use of over 121)0 Express
Stop!’ automated teller machines, 24 hours
a day, 7days a week. Plus unlimited
checicwriting with no per-check charges.

And no minimum balance required.
All for just $3.50 a month.
And you can use your Wells Fargo
card for purchases and cash at all participating ARC() and LUCKY locations.
So if you don’t use the full services of
your bank to make deposits and withdrawals. why pay the full service charge?
Open an ATM -Checking Account today.
Only at Wells Fargo Bank.

Arm

WELLS FARGO BANK
The Wells Fargo AUM-Checking Account is available exclusively at:
Sari Jose Main Office
121 Park Center Plaza
277-6496

No First Street Office
796 North First Street
277-6401
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Apple computer
center recognized
as national model
By Julie Rogers
Darly. start writer

Kt,.
W airier had no idea
when he remodeled the Spartan
,.enter this
lupine]
Bookstore
SUI11111e1

th.il

,ppIC

l’omputers

would use his display as a model for
other NW! e.
"Our change was so ’radical’
that Apple displ.oed ’before and
spartan
rhe
,,i
shot.
a0er’
Bookstore 0,1111,t110 ,ClIter in its regional conk:R..11,es... said Warner.
Spartan Bookstore computer center
manager.
The Apple Nlacintosh computer
allowed Warner to remodel not only
the computer center. but also the entire bookstore w Mini 15 hours Oil
June 8, War 110 Said
We
couldn’t luxe done it in
time without the use
that amount
of (Apple’s) computer. Warner
said.
The MacOraft program allowed
Warner to restructute the store and
move fixture. on the ,ornputer to
create a layout IIN111,!2 Tree more efficiently.
"The computer department has
more exposure than before." he
said. "The remixleling has allowed

us to display merchandise in a very
appealing manner
Before using the MacDraft program. bookstore otticials had plans
for an outside Iron to draw blue
prints for the proposed remodeling
plan. Warner said.
However. it would have
$1,500 for the
approximately
blueprint and taken twice as 11111Cli
time to accomplish. said Ron Duval.
bookstore manager.
"We decided we just couldn’t
do that,’ Warner said
The back portion of the
bookstore, which M. al a storage area.
is now. a computer training rixim.
New computer purchasers are
given a free introductory class,
which would cost Stitt to $120 anywhere else. Du% al said.
Warner said his favorite feature
sx stem is the
of the Apple M
"user-friendly" soitv, are He plans
to use the MacDratt program to create a floor plan
out of the new
house that he and los wife will he
moving into this fall.
Macintosh computers are being
sold in the rear portion of the
bookstore. Prices range from $1.249
up to $3A20.

Arnelita Manes Daily

In the newly re
deled computtr stction of the Spartan Bookstore,
students Tom Schaff, lett, political science and Ranji Ratra, electrical

Bond issue
for parks set
for ballot
The
SACRA MI NFU (AP)
Assembly has approved a hill that
would place a $47s million bond
.111011 proissue for parks Mid
jects on the California ballot next
year.
By a 58-8 vote with no debate.
the lower house Tuesday. sent
AF11794 by. Assemblyman Jim
Costa. D-Fresno, to the Senate.
Costa said the bill would not get
final passage until the 1.egislature returns in January.
He is not yet sure if it cx ill go on
the June or November ballot next
year.
The bond money. would be divided.
About $210 million would go to
grants for counties. cities. park districts anti nonprofit groups, while
$190 million would go to the state
park system. $25 million to wildlife
conservation projects and $50 million for Lake Tahoe conservation
projects.

From micro to mainframe,
Casio’s got the hardware for your software.
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Look for Casio’s
Super Sweepstakes.

WIN A
PORSCHE 924!
See your School Paper
or Bookstore,
September-October

At first glance, it may look like an
ordinary calculator, but the Casio
solar CM -100 is anything but. It’s
an extraordinary software tool
that’s as useful in programming an
Apple’" as it is a mainframe IBM!"
The key to the CM -100’s
incredible flexibility is Casio’s
adjustable bit -size selector which
can be set to suit any size computer up to 32 bits. And its block
display which can, by scrolling
blocks of 8 digits at a time, display
up to a 32 bit word.

But there’s much more to this
pocket-size powerhouse. It can do
base conversions from binary/
octal/decimal/hexadecimal modes
and can store in its memory
numbers in any base. It also has
Shift, Rotate, Arithmetic Shift and
Boolean functions that include
AND, OR, XOR and NOT.
Perhaps what is most extraordinary about the CM -100 though,
is not how much it can do, but how
little it costs to do it. The CM -100 is
the only calculator that’ll let you do

staff photographer

engineering, disc uss
miters with a bookstore employee. The computer section is located in the back
the bookstore.

all your software figuring for less
than you’d figure to pay for an
average ($25.00) textbook.
The more you work with computerswhatever their sizethe
more you need a CM -100. Whether
you’re a student or professional, it’s
the one piece of hardware that will
make designing your software easier.
anm IFIM Corpnrations
APO. and IBM to trettkonar.1 rhp

CASIO.
Where meraelm never Imam

a
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Bloom County

YesterDaily
Local News

General News

An employee of the SJSU Health Center was
gagged with a towel and had her hands tied with
electrical cord Friday when she surprised a man
who was attempting to steal her wallet. When the
female employee tried to stop the man from fleeing,
he turned around. grabbed the woman and tied her
up.
University Police Department Sgt. Alex Dourov said the suspect is described as a 6-foot, 150pound black male about 25 years old and wearing a
blue sweat suit.

As Pope John Paul II’s visit to the U.S. draws
near, peddlers have already begun a craze named
" Popemania.’ ’
Souvenirs from "pope -on -a -rope" soap to
posters depicted the pope surfing are already hitting
California stores.

The beginning of the semester campus parking
crunch is expected to continue through Labor Day,
but problems should subside stem after that.
"The fall is always bad, and so far it (has)
gone about the same as last year, which, needless to
say, didn’t go very well," said Henry Orbach.
manager of Traffic and Parking Operations.
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STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now! Save your teeth eyes
and rno.y too. For InformstIon
and brochure sse A.S. office or
call (401)) 371-61311

CAMPUS OFFICE NEEDS student for
flexible 20 hourweek Great typing and English skIlle
must tor
this tun lob Coll Wendy at 277
2941

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE Isn’t gang
you got down to the business of
your Me purpoeo? Alternative Careenvork
AssosenaMs
Since
1970 Carol Willis. M A . 734-9110

COUNSELOR" GROUP HOME for muthific chikken Veiled hours, groat
tap tor psychabidents related
field Can M-F,9-5 at 377-5412

AUTOMOTIVE
’74 DATSUN 710. nine good AM FM.
manual iransml.lon. relleble,
1.650u0o, 377-4636, 3.1-10ern

COMPUTERS
PC-COM!, Computer & Accolades.
404 S 3rd St ..2, (408) 295-1606
One block from campus Network
$995 MOAT cOmPaMN St -095
XT $525 Printer P10601 S179
6%
Hord disk, modern. mouse
Corn
off for students with I D
eider & Acc.worie. 404 S THIRD
ST , Son Jose 1406) 2991606

FOR SALE
GOVERNMENT HOMES for SI 00 (U
Repeir) Buy DIrmt! Repo* & tax
.1.0 prof:ads* Coll lofty for
facts! 1-518459-3546 eat 14404
(toll-froe) 24Ms
10-speed bike
OfF-ROADSTREET
.vs. but needs wheels
originals stolen $175 new will
evenings
.11$85

isi-ars43.

ROSES BOOKSHOP
THE BREAD
has been SAN JOSE Institut’.
for 15 veers College-level students ot history. poiltical science,
Black, Asian and Chicano studies. ’octet work. wornen’s studies, labor history, and rnsrvism &
socialism shoukl coma in and
browse We also hs., In English
Mandell., Soviet forabooke In
the social mance. Ws carry
both new and us. books In Ins
Ma. held... well as fklion, poetry, chiklren s. mysteries, end
much more Poeta., words &
pedodicals - and the Juan Cho con Gallery feeturing politica,
third world, and womon’s sr,
BREAD & ROSES BOOKSHOP-,
960 S Firal St , San Jo. 294
MO, (3 blocks eouth of 0260)

NELP WANTED
BANYSITTER NEEDED for my 15 az
deughtor, kfTVI eves 1110pot
?
SOAR. Pe &Jilt cell Lauda el 294SUL referenda plane
IDABYSITTER NEEDED for two good
kids 2 & 4 1 ?yrs old On campus
?
PITTIN. 10 75-11.7Sam WIN
$ Or swop with another Mon0
Call Sue at 271-1430
WIDNES, & COMMUNICATIONS MAJORS, Mad your ewer, by kern., Ole betake MIN & Issodetille
Advertising hae full 6 P. time
pleallions svellsble Loom valuMPS MN. & marketing sk16.

DELIVERY’, Earn $5-$9 hr salary delivering tor PIZZA A GO GO PT.
F T Apply POE, 2-7 PIP al 135 W,
Stints Clare St downtown, S J or
call 280-0707, ask tor Todd Must
be 18 yrs ha. car & Insure..
EULIPIA RESTAURANT IS HIRING"
Bomar. end wollers for lunch
Greet student lob Call 2804161,
374 S 1st St
FEDERAL.STATE & CIVIL SERVICE
jobs" $18.707 to $59,14S,yeor
Now hiring Call Job Line st 1-51 64563611 Est F404 tor Info 24 hr
HANDYMAN FOR APTS nr campus
Must know repair plumbing $7 Tr
pad time Don-295-8641
PART-TIME
STUDENT
EMPLOYEE
wanted for Spartan Shope Catering
Professional attitude required. experienced but not .c
smeary, flexible hours Cont.t
Jack el 277-3163
RENT

EXCHANGE Los Gatos for
imelng disabled men w’s m routine 2 pole ware. oa 3562716

RESTADRANT" PiZZA A 00 God
Now hiring. NI NNW.. ell positions Apply M-F, 2-7 PM et 135 W
Santa Clara SI downtown S.J , or
call 280-0707 ase for Todd
secuPUTV OF.CER11
PROCESS
SERVERS FT PT S’OS911 shifts
FT PT evening process servers
We will train Apply In person M-F
9AP.1-4PM, 260 IMffidien A.., J
2116-58410
SECURMPRECEPTION aN shIlla Met
11.5-61Phr to Marl Full benefits, no
experience needed Awry VANGUAPID SECURITY, 3212 Scott
Mal belvdren Okoti & San TomaoiSents Clare Coll 727-9710
THE INFORMATION CENTER le now
accepting epplicatione from Mutants who heve work study d In
lereeled. Inquire el Me Student
Union Directors Offlos
VARIAN IMAGE TUBE 01.1140i4 hoe
FT opening tor receiving clerk
1 yr materiel handling ...rams
required Susi lave .11r1 La,
er license end be able to IM SO
We Cell (415)493-1100.445
VARIAN IMAGE TUBE DIV tas a FT
opening on swing .111 for on sulomat. equipment owe., 1,19
maws 1-3 yrs UM sesembly tapeFO in
d.. or equiv./II
.lence. computer knoeveedge.
U S citizen CO 415-4691100
.443

HOUSING
STUDIO APARTMENTS 2 mike North

ot campus OWN security building SIngi. only $395 to $425. Supermarket one block. bus &
rail nearby. No pets Near inter.
section of 101 880 10S. N 4th St.
295-8641

PERSONALS
IF YOUR PREGNANT end considering
adoption. we are a happily ma.
Mid CHILDLESS couple Call .y.
time - 01151 447-3723. keep try trig" AN cell. CONEIDENTIAL
Exp... related to pregnancy to
discueeed
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC!, Unwonted
half romo.c1 forever Conliden
Hai 335 S eleywood A.. San
Jose, cell 2477486 for eppokti

FEMALE COMPANION WANTED to
Ike with sincere h.dlcapped
man Want to establish a tasting
rotellonehip, Pledge uil Brion at
2987306
HILLEL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIATiON’ Shabbet Oman. patios.
Nas,
outing.,
Wednesday
"lunch and Loom," dimuselons.
gni. dancing, end much more’
For IMo colt H1LLEL et 294-6311
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christian Center Sundey LUTHERAN 10 45
?
CATMOLIC 6 30 pm and 8 00
pm Meese call CAMPUS MINISTRY et 296-0204 tor worship.
counseling, programs and atudy
’Wane
opportunftio
R.
Sta. Father Bob Leger Sister
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PROCESSIONAL DISC JOCKEY by
13.4ree Mabel, tognerly of KSJS
You . got Me party. ea. get
the mak’ Michel Productions
wale verlely of musk
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for your vieddIng, poorly, or dem*
at reasonable reg. Call Desiree

through Erlday.

LkER
A Shloorm
staFTY EYES .
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NOVI Offr A USED CM DEUCE.
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rmy Fr. disk storage emoting
Reasonable mt. We ne figt.clependebagrammagapertenced
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TOUR KOREA, kIONOKONG. CHINA
Deport
1276,
31900,
college
credit Carol Mennen 714-97.5161

TYPING
AAAA- ACCURACY. ACHIEVEMENT,
ACCOUNTABILITY.
ACKNOWLEOGEAISLE In typing Mot
top.
trust Tony 796-2067
Thank*
$1 50 per peg. double spaced
Avagoble .rvon days weekly
turnatround AN wait guer
linked Thanks

ACADEMIC
AND
PROFESSIONAL
word proceesing
of expert.
once serving SJSU faculty and
Rodents HP 18.1101 output All
work guaranteed 111Inufee horn
campus call PJ al 973-2309

ABSTRACT WERE

madernic or business needs
Makable
tavern
days
week 365-’012

acts. agnate. essay.. mi. nopods Fr. spelling chock Leh.
quality printers
R.unies
cover alters tor 1968 summer internships and all too canker opcompeing
portunities
Also oder typing IMO WP
individuat instrucdon MTh ape-

All types ol papers all lengths
$1 60 page. double-spec. typtng
and spelling. SI 85 page, typing
and hill proofreading Campbell
aree-tocal picLup and doilvery
evellable 866-6960

scription Free SPELCHEIL copy
edit, disc siorsge Oulcit turn wound Sante Clara 246-SIOS

UCID ENTERPRISES
ettordeble
student tatting ...glance, edlt
ing, word proc.skg typing MI
Wits horn school Pick-up end delivery, too, 01. your papers thal
profession., touch Celt today to
251-4665
meagre your time

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY tor your
mock., business. 491. Non,
procesoing needs Term papers,
reports. resumes. cover lettere.
group protects, menials. Moses.
disserletions, eic All ...mit
APA Free disk Mor
fordwis
age, SPELCHEK. punctuation and
gran.* asekitance All work
gueranteed Professional, quick ap

RESUMES
WRITING & WORD
PROCESSING’ 35 veers texperl.
VIC* StUCIMI Discounts Carom
C...111 el 2434070
PROFFS
SUCCESS ENTERPRISE
SIONAL TYPING
burliness ser
Hoes Fast ressonebk & near univocally Call f4011)2924047

depend.. wake el AFFORDABLE RATES"’ Call Pam at 247
26411 (SANTA CLARA) Furltve.
.vIngs with referral discounts’
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area Feel. manly typing ortd
word processing of your row..
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FINEST KIND WORD PROCESSMG,

ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING
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Print Your Ad Here
(Count approximately 30 letters and spaces lor Bach line)

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day

1111111111

One
Two
Day
Days
3 Lines $3 55 $4 35
4 Lines
$4 35 $5 15
5 Lines $5 15 $6 00
6 Lines $5 95 S6 80
Each Additional Line Add S

Three
Days
S4 75
$5 55
$6 35
$7 15
80

Four
Days
$5 00
$5 80
S6 60
$7 40

Five
Days
$5 20
$6 00
S6 80
S7 60

Each
Extra
Day
$ 90
SI 05
SI 20
51 35

Sontestet Rates (All Issues)
10.14 Lines 563 00
5-9 Lines $46 00
15 Plus Lines S80 00
277-3175
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$4.7 million, 1,341 screens, $3.526
per screen, $31.6 million, four
The summer box
weeks, $14 million.
2. "No Way Out," Orion, $3.8
office season is
million, 1,128 screens, $3,401 per
screen, $16.1 million, three weeks,
expected to ring in
$18 million.
3. "Dirty Dancing," Vestron,
$1.6 billion.
$3.61 million. 975 screens. $3,760
per screen. $M million, two weeks.
n a.
4. "Fourth Protocol," LAwi$3,526 per -screen average and "No mar. $3.6 million, 1,061 screens.
$3,427
per screen, $3.6 million. one
Way Out" earned $3,401 per
week. n -a.
screen.
5. "Hamburger Hill," ParThe summer box office season,
which ends Latior Day, is expected amount, $3.3 million, 814 screens,
to ring in a total $1.6 billion. slightly $4,128 per screen, $3.3 million, one
ahead of the recorti $1.58 billion in week. n-a.
6. "The Big F.asy," Columbia.
1984.
In that year the industry made a $3 million. 1,138 screens. $2,660
per screen. $3.6 million, one week.
record $4.1 billion.
The tx)x-office gross is deter- n -a.
7. "Can’t Buy Me L.ove."
mined by the amount of tickets a
movie sells over the weekend, al- Buena Vista, $2.7 million, 1.216
ways a much stronger sales period screens. $2.229 per screen, $17.4
million, three weeks, $6 million.
than the rest of the week.
8. "La Flambe." Columbia.
Here are the top box-office
%pinion , 1,09) screens, $2,413
films 1011.1lle mitS$11$111t1.41A4MON14,11
Exhibiter Relations o., with is- per screen. $37.6 million, five
tributor, weekend gross, number of weeks. $6 million.
9. "House II," New World.
screens, per-screen average, total
gross, number of weeks in release $2.5 million, 1,069 screens, $2,407
per screen. one week, n -a.
and estimated production costs.
10. "Born in East L.A.." UniDistributors supply the gross
amount figures. Figures not avail- versal, $2.4 million, 1,065 screens.
$2.320 per screen, $8.9 million, two
able are indicated by n-a.
1. "Stakeout." Buena Vista, weeks, n-a.
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Summer movie attendance
to hit record high this year
HOLLYWOOD (AP) - With
the help of additional screens. the
detective love story "Stakeout" and
the spy thriller "No Way Out" took
top box office spots last weekend as
the summertime movie season
headed for a record close.
"Stakeout,"
with
Richard
Dreyfuss as a detective who falls in
love with a woman he’s watching,
was the most arresting film for a
third weekend with moviegoers
handing over $4.7 million for a fourweek gross of $32 million.
"Stakeout" enjoyed a box office boost with the addition of 239
screens. bringing its nationwide coverage to 1,341 screens.
"No Way Out," which was
No. 5 last week with 817 screens,
moved to the No. 2 spot after 311
screens were added.
The double-cross thriller stars
Kevin Costner as a Navy officer
trapped in intrigue after the murder
of the mistress of the Secretary of
Defense.
But it was the steamy romance
flick "Dirty Dancing," third in the
weekly box office derby with a $3.6
million turnstile take in its second
week, that had the highest per-screen
average.
’’Dirty Dancing’ is the story of
a summertime Catskills romance
featuring Patrick Swayze.
It earned $3,760 per screen on
975 screens while "Stakeout" had a
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In a study on long-term, heavy marijuana
users, researchers found only very small decreases
in concentration and memory problems of those
who smoke the hallucinogen.
While the decreases were called very small,
the study’s co-author, Bryan Page of the University
of Miami Medical School. said the decrease still
puts marijuana users at a disadvantage.

The Associated Students Board of Directors
passed a resolution recommending that the Academic Senate include a campus child care center in
the university’s master plan.
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Researchers conducting a study on smog met
last week in Los Angeles expecting at least a few
exceptionally smoggy days. Six smoggy days are
needed to finish research on how pollution is
formed and the way it moves through the atmosphere.
The results of the study could help form new
anti -smog regulations.
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Backpack
/
fiirct /
ha, k pa, ks had an effect on the
it people using the bookcheck
set 1, e
Ai.coiding to rniversity Pohce
1)epartinent crime teports, a stu
denrs shoulder hag was stolen last
HitirsdaN twin the bookstore, with
Lontents alued at SI 10.
Iti Ida% , a backpack was re
pot tcLI missing. w
Lontents Nralued
at sO. said l’iri%eisit% Polit.e Chief
I C.1 Schat,
atillitiOrl. IWO people were artested last Thursda and Filday for
attempting to steal books, according
to polke reports
Schat,
called
the
reeelll
bookstore incidents "about tRer
aye. tot the beginning of a new se
inestei
He added that 111 "about one
more week... it should calm down
ithei Mai; its ina securit% peo

Backpack thefts in
bookstore "about
average" for the
beginning of a new
semester.
Lew Scha
UPD Chief
ple, and last week’s waniings, the
bookstore is rel)ing on its $8.700
camera seimrity sstern to reduce
crime which was installed last Octobet said Dna]
"What about right here?" a
student asked Nitishburn. after hearing his warning. while the student
put Ins backpack in one the familar
wooden boxes
"There’s 110 guarantee it will he
there when you come back." !stash
bUrn answered

Garbage barge home
after 6,000-mile trip
\ I \r,
)RK ( Ali,
The 1,,
bales ot the nation’s best known gat
\\ ere unloaded and burned
I Liesifa atter being haiged 6,000
imected b. so, states and
three nations. challenged in court
and lampooned on I
iddance.- said ktit,
Sanitation Commissioner Brendan
Sexton at Ins
S011thWe,1
13100k111

Bulldo/cis mitke up the bales
and a halt doien en% ironmental
workers in m. hite suits and masks
probed the debits w Ith pitchforks before it was burned.
It was the beginning of the end
of the tie-montli garbage barge
saga. Incinetation of the 3. 186 tons
of trash is e pected to take a couple
of
mid the .islies Are to he
hprial at the l.ong Istrucked
land town ot Islip’s landfill
The load iit commercial trash
Lir\ mid \
from Islip. \:ew
sau C’outit began tiiieling atici
troin that wry
was turned aw
same landt ill tor lack ot space.
While it priw ided fodder for comedians and IleW s reports. the garbage may have had a more lasting legacy. Some officials said the
worldwide exposure helped convince the public that garbage dispo-

Wednesday, September 2, I 987/Spamn Daily

Brad Shirakawa Daily staff

Students swirl through the Spartan Bookstore, anxious to buy supplies and get to class

sal is a growing problem
"We used it every chance we
could to say there is a garbage Lit
sis," Sexton said. "You can’t
it away. You can’t dernonsti.iie
away. This helps people %istialue
that there’s no where else to put the
garbage.
Lowell Harrelson ot Bio,
cite, Ala., planned to unload it at a
garbage -to methane gas operation in
North Caiiilina.
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Do yourself and your checkbook ’a favor:’
It’s time for a health insurance check-upl

Health Insurance
Value Report

The most preferred individual health insurance
coverage just became the most affordable.
Washington National’s Classic Care is an individual major medical plan that can offer more benefit
value per premium dollar than your current health
insurance policy.

Your
current
pc:Amy

Classic
care

Check it out. With Classic Care you’ll find peace of
mind in knowing you and your family are protected
against rising healthcare costs. And this quality
insurance protection will be kind to your budget.
Do yourself and your checkbook a favor. Compare
the benefits and cost of Classic Care with your
present policy.

SJSLIS AWARD WINNING
maximum
S1.000.000 +
benefit
iitetime

Itiorti,efiew

deductibles from
Choice ot six
500
S2
S100
alter a S1.000
1000/0 coverage
I mit
coinsurance
amity
on hospital,
limits
No scheduledmedical benefits
surgical. or
hospital and
Free choice ot

Is holding AUDITIONS for qualified musicians who havi
good reading skills. and can improvise in the Jazz Idiom.

AUDITION SCHEDULE

Rhythm Section Players:
(Keyboards, Bass, Drums, Percussion)
Saxes, Trumpets, Trombones:

Wednesday, Sept. 2, 1 :.30-3:30 P.M.
Concert Hall (Music Room 176)

fro

For complete information on Classic Care, contact:

Mark N. Filice
(408) 943-9190

%NO

rye

doctors
Non-smoker discounts
Call your
Monthly Premium
Agent
National
Washington

Perform in J022 Concerts & Festivals
& Eam 1.0 Unit Credit.
Fhis ensemble performs various modem jazz styles with an emphasis on
Latin Jazz Fusion.
Morelnfo Call Dan 277 2914

Wasrfington
national’

$

INSURANCE COMPANY
A Waanington National Corporation Ftnancial Servce Company

or Broker
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We encourage you to come out in support
of your Spartan Team. Spartan Spirit is
alive!
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Welcome back to campus. We invite you to
join us on Saturday, September 5th at
1:30 p.m. at Spartan Stadium, as we
compete against E. Illinois in our home
opener.
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